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Abstract

Essays On U.S. Public Transportation Development

by

Alec J. McQuilkin

In Chapter 1, I study the impacts of rail transit expansions in 30 U.S. metropoli-

tan areas by comparing changes in commuting patterns for neighborhoods located near

newly opened stations to similar neighborhoods that remained more distant. The effects

depend heavily on socioeconomic status with below-median poverty neighborhoods expe-

riencing a meaningful increase (1.97 percentage points) in the proportion of public transit

commuters. Higher poverty neighborhoods see no change in public transit commuting

as increases in rail usage are completely offset by reductions in bus usage. Regardless

of poverty rate, these changes in commute mode are not accompanied by commute time

savings.

In Chapter 2 I investigate the extent to which public, rail transit can improve em-

ployment outcomes of targeted populations by enhancing job access to urban residents.

Using a novel, person level panel data set, I exploit changes in rail access resulting from

the large number of stations opened between 1968 and 2017 to compare changes in out-

comes for workers located near new stations relative to those that remained more distant.

I find that the introduction of a rail station within 2 miles of a household leads to a 2.73

percentage point increase in the probability of employment among household heads. The

effects appear immediately following a station’s opening, but continue to grow in mag-

nitude until stabilizing at an elevated level three years afterward. The results provide

evidence that rail infrastructure development can be an effective policy tool in improving

the economic outcomes of urban residents.

ix



In a joint work with Jacob Gellman, Chapter 3 explores the impacts of rail infras-

tructure on residential property values using a comprehensive data set that incorporates

all urban rail development throughout the U.S. from 1996 to 2017 to investigate the

differential effects of rail development on home values. Prior research documents a posi-

tive causal relationship of public rail transportation infrastructure on real estate values.

However, the extent of the effect appears to differ considerably both within and across

cities based on location, system, and property characteristics. We find similar positive

effects of rail development on home values while highlighting this inter and intracity

heterogeneity.
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Chapter 1

Public Rail Transit and Commuting:

Evidence From 30 U.S. Metropolitan

Areas

1.1 Introduction

Population growth in urban settings places a strain on local transportation infrastruc-

ture. In the United States, where residential and employment location steadily decen-

tralized throughout the latter half of the 20th century (Baum-Snow (2010)), this strain

became particularly acute. Metropolitan areas across the U.S. have increasingly turned

to public rail transit to alleviate such burden. However, the high cost and permanence

of these capital investments have made rail development a contentious policy issue.1

1Light rail construction costs (excluding rolling stock expenses) range from approximately $20 million
(2005 dollars) per mile in cities such as Baltimore, Denver, Sacramento, and St. Louis (Baum-Snow,
Kahn and Voith (2005)) to as much as $179 million per mile in Seattle (Central Puget Sound Regional
Transit Authority (2006)). Heavy rail and subway construction can be far more expensive with Phase
1 of the New York City Second Avenue Subway costing approximately $2.2 billion per mile (Rosenthal
(2017)).
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The fundamental objective of rail investment is to reduce the cost of public transit

travel. The high speed and right-of-way advantages make rail an efficient option for

movement between connected locations. An increase in the number of stations shortens

the journey to and from transit access points. Additionally, rail transit may offer several

other advantages such as improved comfort, lower stress, the elimination of parking

and driving costs, and the mitigation of personal environmental damage. Accordingly,

proponents argue that the introduction or expansion of rail transit systems can entice

drivers out of their vehicles reducing the negative externalities associated with automobile

travel (e.g., congestion, pollution).

Proponents often suggest that expanded rail infrastructure can be particularly valu-

able to the urban poor who struggle to afford private vehicles (Garrett (2004)). As

employment opportunities decentralized across the U.S., low-income and often minority

individuals remained concentrated in inner-city locations unable to access an increasing

proportion of jobs (Kain (1968)). By enhancing the mobility of these transit dependent

individuals, rail development may act to improve the geographic scope for employment

reducing this problem of spatial mismatch (Ihlanfeldt and Sjoquist (1998); Pang (2017);

Turner (2019)). However, while bus public transit users are indeed disproportionately

poor, the same cannot be said of rail users (U.S. Census).2 Moreover, expenditure for rail

capital investment and operation may act to crowd out spending on bus transit, leading

to reductions in service. Empirical evidence can help to shed light on the these proposed

impacts.

In this study, I investigate how local commuting outcomes respond to public rail

transit infrastructure investment. Using a novel data set that includes the timing and

location for all public, urban rail stations opened throughout the U.S. between 1970 and

2The median income among rail users is actually higher relative to that of the overall U.S. population.
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2010, I exploit variation in rail transit access within metropolitan areas across time.3 I

compare changes in commute mode for census tracts located in close proximity of newly

opened stations to tracts that remained more distant.4 I also explore changes to the

tract level median commute time to evaluate the potential for time savings resulting

from improved rail access. This staggered adoption difference-in-differences framework

serves to estimate the neighborhood level causal effect of increased rail transit access on

usage and commute time.

The results suggest a small overall increase in the proportion commuting by pub-

lic transit (0.661 percentage points (p.p.)) in neighborhoods located near new stations.

There is no associated change in automobile commuting. While the proportion of rail

commuters increases by 1.75 p.p., 59.4 percent of this is offset by reductions in bus usage.

The increase in rail commuting is stable, regardless of location relative to the city central

business district (CBD). Decreases in bus usage are confined to neighborhoods located

closer to the CBD.

Special attention is paid to the differential impacts by neighborhood socioeconomic

status as measured by the census tract poverty rate. I find that the impacts on com-

mute mode are strongest in below-median poverty neighborhoods which experience a

1.97 p.p. increase in public transit usage following treatment. This change is driven

by a large increase in rail commuting (2.22-3.56 p.p)̇ with minimal impacts on bus us-

age. These well-off neighborhoods experience a decrease in automobile commuting that

is roughly equivalent to the increase in public transit commuting. For above-median

poverty neighborhoods, there is little evidence of an overall change in public transit us-

age. The proportion of rail commuters increases by 1.11 p.p., but reductions in bus usage

completely offset this change. Regardless of poverty rate, I find no evidence of commute

3This includes all light rail, heavy rail, subway, and commuter rail systems.
4Neighborhoods and census tracts are used interchangeably throughout this paper.
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time savings.

The validity of these results in assessing the causal impacts of rail access is predicated

on two assumptions. First, changes in commuting outcomes across time for tracts located

near newly opened rail stations must be comparable to those of tracts that remained

more distant. I evaluate this assumption by examining differences in outcomes over time

showing no evidence of differential trends prior to treatment. Additionally, I apply two

econometric procedures which modify the sample so that comparisons are made between

groups that are more similar based on pre-treatment observable characteristics. The

estimated effects are robust to each approach.

Second, my main specification assumes that commuting outcomes of tracts farther

than 1 mile from a new rail station are unaffected by it’s introduction. As the geographic

extent of the impact is ex ante unclear, I estimate an alternative specification that allows

changes in commuting outcomes to vary non-linearly in distance from the station. I show

that much of the effect is restricted to tracts located within 1 mile providing support for

my preferred specification.

This study provides three main contributions to the literature concerning public trans-

portation infrastructure development. First, by including all U.S. urban rail expansions

between 1970 and 2010, I build on several studies that have focused on either a single

expansion (Heilmann (2018); Severen (2018); Tsivanidis (2018)) or a subset of those in-

cluded in this study (Baum-Snow and Kahn (2000); Baum-Snow, Kahn and Voith (2005);

Glaeser, Kahn and Rappaport (2008); Kahn (2007)). Using information for each of the

1,431 stations opened during this time period allows me to construct a comparatively

comprehensive data set of U.S. rail infrastructure. The estimates measure the average

national effects which are less influenced by city-specific factors. Additionally, I explore

how the impacts differ across cities, including many recent expansions that were not in-

4
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cluded in the similar Baum-Snow, Kahn and Voith (2005).5 For this reason, the estimates

may be more pertinent to policy discussions regarding future expansions.

The extent of the data also provides an excellent opportunity to investigate the hetero-

geneous effects of rail infrastructure by neighborhood socioeconomic status with greater

precision than earlier work. Previous studies have documented that relatively well-off

neighborhoods experience the largest gains to the introduction of large transit infras-

tructure projects (Baum-Snow and Kahn (2000); Heilmann (2018); Tsivanidis (2018)).

Similarly, I show that commuting outcomes are far more responsive to the introduction

of rail infrastructure in lower poverty neighborhoods. I also demonstrate that these dif-

ferential impacts are not an artifact of the initial spatial distribution of income within a

given metropolitan area.

Second, similar studies often rely on a measure of overall public transportation usage

to evaluating the impacts of rail infrastructure on commute mode (Baum-Snow and Kahn

(2000); Baum-Snow, Kahn and Voith (2005)). Baum-Snow, Kahn and Voith (2005)

develops a model suggesting that much of the inner-city increase in rail usage comes

from former bus users, while those in the outer suburbs come from former car commuters.

Consistent with this result, they document larger changes in overall public transit usage

in the suburbs relative to tracts near the CBD. I find a similar result, but also show

that the underlying changes in rail and bus specific transit usage are consistent with the

model’s predictions. In addition, I supplement these results with ridership, expense, and

asset information, by mode (rail versus bus), for each U.S. transit agency to investigate

whether the observed reductions in bus usage reflect a reduction in bus supply. If transit

agencies allocate resources to rail systems at the expense of their bus service, then this

5This study includes openings in Austin, Charlotte, Houston, Minneapolis, Nashville, Ocean-
side/Escondido, Phoenix, Salt Lake City, and Seattle. In addition, many recent expansions in other
metropolitan areas included had not been incorporated into Baum-Snow, Kahn and Voith (2005). See
Section 1.2.
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reduction in supply could hurt those initially relying on bus transportation. I find no

evidence of this crowding out hypothesis.

Third, I investigate the impacts of the introduction of a rail station on an important

outcome that has not generally been addressed in similar studies; the time spent com-

muting. I document limited evidence that treatment leads to any reduction in commute

time regardless of poverty rate or location relative to the CBD. This lack of evidence

regarding time savings for commuters is certainly relevant to transit policy.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1.2 describes the data

used in the analysis. Section 1.3 details the empirical methods. Section 1.4 presents

the main results that describe the effects of rail transit on commute mode. Section 1.5

provides evidence to support the empirical assumptions of the research design. Section

1.6 examines intercity heterogeneity of the effects along with city level aggregate effects.

Section 1.7 discusses migration as a mechanism and presents the metropolitan area aggre-

gate estimates. Section 1.8 presents the impacts on commute time. Section 1.9 discusses

the conclusions.

1.2 Data

To estimate the impacts of increased rail transit access on local commuting patterns,

I use data derived from the 1970, 1980, 1990, and 2000 Decennial Census Summary

Files along with the 2006-2010 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimate Summary

Files. These data provide population and housing characteristics aggregated to the census

tract level.6 As the geographic boundaries of census tracts change over time, I employ

two resources that rely on detailed spatial information for the location of housing units

within census blocks to construct variables for each year that are consistent with 2010

6Census tracts consist of approximately 4,000 inhabitants and are “designed to be relatively homogeneous
units with respect to population characteristics, economic status, and living conditions” (U.S. Census).
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census tract boundaries.

First, the GeoLytics Neighborhood Change Database 1970–2010 (NCDB) contains all

of the demographic and housing characteristics used in the study along with the propor-

tion of commuters whose primary mode of travel is by private automobile, public transit,

and other commute mode.7 Second, I use crosswalks provided by the Longitudinal Tract

Database (LTDB) to construct more specific measures of the proportion of commuters

by mode; public transit by rail versus bus. The LTDB also allows construction of the

census tract median commute time.8

The NCDB contains a balanced panel of 73,057 census tracts for each decennial year

between 1970 and 2010 (365,285 tract-by-year observations). Census tracts that remain

farther than 4 miles from a rail station throughout the entirety of the study period are

excluded along with tracts that were already within 1 mile of a rail station by 1970 leaving

14,173 census tracts (70,865 tract-by-year observations). All tract-by-year observations

with missing or erroneous values for the outcomes of interest are dropped leaving an

unbalanced panel of 70,274 tract-by-year observations (approximately 14,050 tracts per

year) with which much of the empirical analysis is conducted.

The data set constructed with the LTDB contains an unbalanced panel of 320,278

tract-by-year observations. Restricting to tracts that are ever within 4 miles of a rail

station and eliminating those that were within 1 mile of a rail station by 1970 results in

94,600 observations. Eliminating those with missing and erroneous commute mode (in-

cluding all 1980 observations) results in 56,184 tract-by-year observations (approximately

14,050 tracts per year). Eliminating observations with missing commute time (including

all 1970 observations) results in 56,106 tract-by-year observations (approximately 14,025

7See Table B.1 for full description of variables.
8LTDB found at US2010 Project http://www.s4.brown.edu/us2010/Researcher/Bridging.htm.
Note that the 1980 census does not differentiate public transit usage by type, so these variables are
unavailable for 1980. The 1970 census does not contain information on commute time, so median
commute time is unavailable for 1970.

7
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tracts per year).9

Three sources of spatial data are used to designate treatment status and to construct a

measure of the distance from each tract to the city center. First, the exact longitude and

latitude along with the date of opening for each station of all public, urban rail systems

in the U.S. opened between 1970 and 2010 are scraped from Wikipedia which collects

and compiles information gathered from local transit authority resources. The geographic

information for each station is compared with General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS)

files provided by each transit authority to ensure accuracy. Second, longitude and latitude

coordinates for each metropolitan area’s central business district (CBD) come from Holian

and Kahn (2015). Finally, 2010 census tract boundary geographies are defined using the

2010 TIGER/Line Shapefiles. I calculate the spatial centroid for each tract and use this

point to determine the distance to the nearest open rail station and CBD.

Table 1.1 lists counts for the number of rail stations, along with the earliest and most

recent stations, opened between 1970 and 2010 for each metropolitan area.10 In total,

1,431 stations across 30 metropolitan areas were opened during this time frame. The

areas are scattered geographically across the U.S. Some of the oldest stations during the

study period were added to the metro areas of Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, New York

City, and Philadelphia, which all had well-established rail systems prior to 1970. Other

early stations were opened in cities with less developed rail networks such as Washington

DC and San Francisco. The most recent systems have opened in Albuquerque, Austin,

Charlotte, Nashville, and Phoenix. The metro areas with the largest rail transit sys-

tems, as measured by the total number of stations as of 2010, are New York, Chicago,

Philadelphia, and Boston. However, many of these stations were opened prior to 1970.

9I refer to all census tracts that were within 4 miles of a rail station by 2010, but farther than 1 mile from
a rail station in 1970 as the full sample. Due to missing values, the number of observations associated
with each variable may vary slightly throughout the empirical analysis.

10Stations are allocated to metropolitan areas (also refereed to as cities) using the 2010 Census designated
Urban Areas. Some consolidation of urban area boundaries results in 30 distinct metropolitan areas.

8
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The metro areas with the most new stations throughout the study period are Washington

DC, the Greater Bay Area, and Los Angeles.

In the empirical analysis, census tracts are defined as treated if their spatial centroid

falls within 1 mile of an open rail station. Figure 1.1 shows the cumulative number of

treated tracts by year for each metropolitan area throughout the study period. The pan-

els are arranged in decreasing order such that the metro areas with the largest systems

(determined by the number of treated tracts as of 2010) can be found in Panel (a) and

the smallest systems are found in Panel (d). The variation in timing and the number

of treated tracts is diverse across the different metropolitan areas. In general, rail sys-

tems tend to experience an increase in the number of stations every 5-15 years. These

increases represent new rail lines, or expansions on older lines, which provide access to

neighborhoods that were initially without or had limited access in close proximity. Many

cities have expanded their systems several times, while some have yet to expand their

systems since they were initially opened.

Between 1970 and 2010, 3,000 census tracts became closer than 1 mile of a rail station.

Los Angeles, the Bay Area, and Washington DC represent the largest share with 576, 351,

and 309 tracts becoming treated, respectively. For Atlanta, Austin, Buffalo, Nashville,

Oceanside/Escondido, San Diego, and St. Louis, all tracts that were within 1 mile

by 2017 were treated between 1970 and 2010. For Albuquerque/Santa Fe, Baltimore,

Charlotte, Dallas, Denver, the Bay Area, Los Angeles, Miami, Minneapolis, Phoenix,

Pittsburgh, Portland, Sacramento, Salt Lake City, Seattle, and Washington DC, more

than 50 percent of tracts treated by 2017 where treated during the study period.

Table 1.2 describes demographic, housing, and commuting characteristics for each

census tract in 1970 (prior to any treatment). Column (1) presents the averages for

each variable using the full sample. Columns (2) and (3) present the averages for tracts

that were 1-4 miles (control group) and less than 1 mile (treatment group), respectively,

9
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Table 1.1: Rail Systems By Metropolitan Area

Stations First Year Last Year
Albuquerque 12 2006 2010
Atlanta 38 1979 2000
Austin 9 2010 2010
Baltimore 51 1980 1998
Boston 81 1971 2010
Buffalo 14 1984 1986
Charlotte 15 2007 2007
Chicago 68 1971 2006
Cleveland 7 1971 1999
DC 120 1976 2004
Dallas 66 1996 2010
Denver 35 1994 2006
Houston 16 2004 2004
Los Angeles 124 1990 2009
Miami 34 1984 2003
Minneapolis 26 2004 2010
Nashville 6 2006 2006
New Haven 10 1990 2002
New York 87 1971 2009
Philadelphia 39 1974 2004
Phoenix 33 2008 2008
Pittsburgh 50 1984 2004
Portland 90 1986 2010
Sacramento 53 1987 2007
Salt Lake City 36 1999 2008
San Diego 77 1981 2008
San Francisco 95 1972 2007
San Jose 74 1987 2005
Seattle 28 2000 2009
St. Louis 37 1993 2006
Total 1431 1971 2010

Column (1) describes the number of stations opened
between 1970 and 2010 for each metropolitan area.
Columns (2) and (3) display the year of the earliest and
most recent expansion, respectively, during this time pe-
riod for each metropolitan area. The last row presents
the information for the total of all metropolitan areas.

10
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Figure 1.1: Number of Treated Tracts by Urban Area

Cumulative number of census tracts by 2010 Census designated Urban Area that are located
within 1 mile of an open public rail station.

11
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from a rail station by 2010. Column (4) provides the difference in means between the

treatment and control group.

Census tract demographic and housing characteristics differ based on eventual treat-

ment status. In particular, tracts that eventually become treated are more populous,

with a higher population density and more households. They have a higher proportion of

individuals with less than a high school education, a lower median family income, and a

higher poverty rate relative to tracts that remain untreated. Fifteen percent of individu-

als in eventually treated tracts already use public transportation as their primary means

of commuting relative to nine percent in the control group.11 Housing rental prices are

thirteen percent lower in the treatment group relative to the control group. Households

are also more likely to be renting as opposed to owning their place of residence. There are

approximately 11,173 and 3,000 tracts in the control and treatment group, respectively.

While the differences suggest a lack of comparability between the treatment and

control group, the difference-in-differences research design uses the changes in outcomes

across time to identify the causal effect. In addition, I employ several empirical procedures

to provide evidence in support of my empirical specification.

To supplement my primary analysis, transit agency level information is collected from

the National Transit Database maintained by the U.S. Federal Transit Administration.

The data include operating and capital expense, ridership (unlinked passenger trips and

passenger-miles), capacity (passengers at maximum service), service (passenger miles,

directional route), and asset information, by transit mode (rail, bus) by year from 1993–

1992.12. Some are unavailable for some of the years for some transit agencies. This data is

used to evaluate four aspects of the main results; the technical feasibility of the observed

results, whether the systems are operating at capacity, whether the ridership numbers

11If an individual uses multiple modes to commute, the primary commute mode is the mode used to
cover the most distance in a given week.

12Some of these variables are available in 1992
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Table 1.2: 1970 Summary Statistics by Eventual Treatment Status

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Total 1-4 miles ≤ 1 mile Diff

Population 3182.17 3170.62 3224.68 54.06
Pop. Density 6732.44 5764.56 10297.84 4533.28∗∗∗

Dist. From CBD 13.35 14.54 8.93 -5.61∗∗∗

Prop. Public Transit 0.10 0.09 0.15 0.06∗∗∗

Prop. Rail 0.02 0.02 0.01 -0.01∗∗∗

Prop. Bus 0.07 0.06 0.13 0.07∗∗∗

Prop. Private Auto 0.82 0.85 0.75 -0.10∗∗∗

Prop. Other Commute 0.08 0.07 0.11 0.04∗∗∗

Med. Commute Time† 23.43 23.52 23.07 -0.45∗∗∗

Prop. Male 0.49 0.49 0.48 -0.00∗∗∗

Prop. Black 0.09 0.08 0.16 0.08∗∗∗

Prop. Native 0.87 0.88 0.83 -0.05∗∗∗

Prop. Same House 0.47 0.48 0.44 -0.04∗∗∗

Prop. Less HS 0.41 0.39 0.46 0.07∗∗∗

Prop. HS 0.33 0.33 0.30 -0.04∗∗∗

Prop. Some College 0.13 0.14 0.12 -0.01∗∗∗

Prop. Bach./Grad. 0.14 0.14 0.12 -0.02∗∗∗

Unemp. Rate 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.01∗∗∗

Prop. Poverty 0.09 0.08 0.14 0.06∗∗∗

Family Income 72601.36 75022.42 63700.38 -11322.04∗∗∗

Prop. 0-17 0.34 0.35 0.30 -0.05∗∗∗

Prop. 18-24 0.11 0.11 0.13 0.02∗∗∗

Prop. 25-29 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.01∗∗∗

Prop. 30-34 0.06 0.06 0.06 -0.00∗∗∗

Prop. 35-44 0.12 0.12 0.11 -0.01∗∗∗

Prop. 45-64 0.21 0.20 0.21 0.01∗∗∗

Prop. 65+ 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.02∗∗∗

Num. Households 1013.58 983.34 1125.01 141.67∗∗∗

Prop. Non-Family HHs 0.19 0.16 0.28 0.12∗∗∗

Housing Units 1058.88 1023.48 1189.29 165.81∗∗∗

Median Rent 806.69 830.37 721.55 -108.82∗∗∗

Prop. Occupied 0.95 0.96 0.95 -0.01∗∗∗

Prop. Renter Occupied 0.37 0.33 0.52 0.19∗∗∗

Observations 14173 11173 3000 14173
†Median commute time from 1980.
Median rent and family income in 2010 dollars.
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agree with the results, and whether rail investment is acting to cannibalize bus service.

1.3 Methods

The goal of this study is to identify the causal effect of increased rail transit access on

local commuting patterns. Using the opening of every public, urban rail station across

the U.S. between 1970 and 2010, I exploit variation in rail access within census tracts

over time. I compare changes in outcomes between tracts that became within 1 mile

of an open rail station to comparable tracts that remained farther than 1 mile of a rail

station. In the main specification, I restrict the sample to tracts that are ever within 4

miles of a rail station. This partially mitigates concerns that treated and untreated tracts

are fundamentally different as tracts within 4 miles are likely a more comparable group

than those outside of 4 miles. The general form of my staggered adoption difference-in-

differences model is as follows:

yict = βDict + δi + γct + εict (1.1)

yict is the outcome of interest for census tract i in county c at year t. Dict is an indicator

that equals 1 if tract i in county c at time t has its centroid within 1 mile of an open

rail station, and zero otherwise.13 δi are census tract fixed effects which control for time

invariant tract characteristics that affect yict. γct are county-by-year fixed effects. Their

inclusion allows me to control for yearly shocks that are specific to individual counties.

For example, if there is an increase in parking fees or public transit fares at the county

level, γct would capture the resulting change in yict. εict is the error term and is clustered

at the county level.

13In the online appendix, I include estimates using a continuous measure of distance (log distance) to
the nearest rail station. All results are qualitatively similar to those using Equation 1.1.
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β is the parameter of interest. In order for β to identify the causal effect, two as-

sumptions must be satisfied. First, in the absence of treatment, outcomes of treated

tracts would have followed an identical trend to those of untreated tracts. I provide

support of this assumption by examining pre-treatment differences in outcomes using

the event study framework described below. I also perform two econometric procedures

that alter the sample, making the treated and untreated groups more similar based on

pre-treatment observable characteristics. These procedures are discussed in Section 1.5.

Second, commuting outcomes of untreated tracts must be unaffected by the introduc-

tion of rail transit. This assumption is assessed using a flexible empirical specification in

which the impacts of rail transit can vary non-linearly in distance. This is discussed in

Section 1.5.

In order to address the validity of the parallel trends assumption, I employ an event

study framework characterized by the following model:

yict̃ =
∑
s∈T

βs1(t̃ = s) · Treatmenti + δi + γct + εict

T = {−4,−3,−2, 0, 1, 2, 3}
(1.2)

t̃ represents the year relative to treatment in 10 year increments. t̃ = −1 represents the

last decennial year prior to treatment, while t̃ = 0 is the first decennial year in which

tract i is treated. The excluded relative year category is t̃ = −1. 1(t̃ = s) is an indicator

variable that equals 1 if t̃ equals s, and zero otherwise. Treatmenti is an indicator for

whether tract i ever falls within 1 mile of a rail station.

The parameters of interest are the coefficients on the interaction between treatment

status and the relative time: β−4, β−3, β−2, β0, β1, β2, and β3. These coefficients describe

how commuting outcomes of tracts that become treated differ over time relative to tracts

that remain untreated. Under a parallel trends assumption, β0 captures the effect of
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treatment at the first decennial year following the introduction of a rail station. β1, β2,

and β3 capture the dynamic effects of treatment in decennial years following the intro-

duction.

The coefficients β−4, β−3, and β−2 allow me to investigate differences in outcomes

between the treated and untreated groups prior to the introduction of a rail station.

Under the parallel trends assumption, these coefficients should be approximately equal

to zero. I formally test the pre-treatment coefficient estimates for joint significance

(H0 : β−4 = β−3 = β−2 = 0) to assess the validity of this identifying assumption.

1.4 Impact on Commute Mode

This section presents the estimated impacts of the introduction of an urban rail station

on census tract level commute mode. To begin, I estimate the effects on the proportion

of commuters by public transit and private automobile. Then, using information on

the exact mode of public transit, rail versus bus, I provide a more detailed description of

what is underlying the observed changes in public transit usage. Following the discussion

of the national level average estimates, I explore the intercity heterogeneity across each

urban area in my sample.

1.4.1 Impacts on Public Transit and Automobile Commuting

Figure 1.2 plots estimates of the parameters of interest along with 95 percent confi-

dence intervals for the event study specification characterized by Equation 1.2. Panels

(a) and (b) show estimates for the proportion of commuters whose primary mode is by

public transit and by private automobile, respectively. Row (i) presents the results for

the full sample (excluding tracts with missing values for the outcome), while Rows (ii)

and (iii) display the estimates for tracts that had 1970 poverty rates below and above the
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median, respectively. Below each plot, I include the p-value for the test of whether the

pre-treatment coefficient estimates are jointly equal to zero (H0 : β−4 = β−3 = β−2 = 0).

The excluded relative time category is t̃ = −1.

Visually, there are no differential trends in either outcome prior to treatment. All

pre-treatment coefficient confidence intervals contain zero and the p-values for joint signif-

icance range between 0.43 and 0.99. This offers support of the parallel trends assumption

required for the difference-in-differences framework to capture the causal effect. Following

treatment, Row (i) shows a slight increase in public transit commuting with no obvious

change in automobile usage. Row (ii) suggests that the changes are stronger in the

below-median poverty subsample. Among these tracts, there is an approximate 2 p.p.

increase in the decennial year immediately following treatment which appears to grow in

subsequent years.

The apparent dynamic effects are of great interest as prior literature has suggested

large differences between the short-run and long-run responses of neighborhood level

commuting behavior following changes in rail service and quality. Notably, Voith (1991,

1997) provide theoretical and empirical evidence suggesting that short-run responses be-

come amplified as transit authorities adapt to changes in ridership and the neighborhood

composition shifts, further affecting ridership. In particular, they find long-run rider-

ship to be twice as elastic in response to changes in service and quality relative to the

short-run effects. However, their estimated mean lag parameter suggests that half of the

lagged effect appears within only 1 year. Therefore, the decennial data available in the

census is not ideal to distinguish short-run from long-run effects.

Indeed, the apparent dynamic effects in Figure 1.2 may actually reflect treatment

effect heterogeneity across time as later relative year estimates are identified using tracts

that were treated early in the study period. For example, the +20 and +30 year coeffi-

cients are identified using tracts treated prior to 1990. If earlier treated tracts experience
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a stronger response, then the apparent dynamic effects may be a consequence of the

staggered-adoption empirical design. Restricting the sample of treated tracts to those

before 1990, I examine similar event study plots (found in the online appendix). While

the point estimates, particularly those in Row (ii), increase monotonically across time

following treatment, the trend is far weaker and estimates cannot be statistically dis-

tinguished from one another. The effects are also stronger in this subsample across all

post-treatment relative year coefficients. This suggests that the apparent dynamic effects

are more likely a result of selection into early treatment.

Table 1.3 presents the estimates of Equation 1.1. Panel A includes tracts in all

locations across each metropolitan area. Columns (1) and (2) display the estimates

using the full sample of tracts, whereas the latter columns split the sample based on

the 1970 tract level poverty rate relative to the median. From Column (1), census

tracts that became closer than 1 mile of a rail station saw a statistically significant 0.66

percentage point (p.p.) increase in the proportion of public transit commuters relative

to tracts that remained farther than 1 mile of a rail station. On an average proportion

of 0.16, this represents a 4.1 percent increase in public transit commuting in treated

tracts. The coefficient on automobile usage is negative, but small in magnitude and

statistically indistinguishable from zero. While public transit commuting appears to

increase slightly following the introduction of a rail station, there is little evidence of a

change in automobile usage using the full sample.
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Figure 1.2: Event Study - Proportion Public/Proportion Auto

Estimated coefficients and 95% confidence intervals βs in Equation 1.2. Standard errors
clustered at the county level. Row (i) includes all census tracts in the sample (excluding
missing tracts with missing values), while Row (ii) and Row (iii) restrict to tracts that had a
1970 poverty rate that was below-median and above-median, respectively. p-values for the
joint significance of the pre-treatment coefficients (H0 : β−4 = β−3 = β−2 = 0) are found below
each plot. The excluded relative year category is t̃ = −1.
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Table 1.3: Proportion Public and Auto Transit

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
≤ Median Pov. ≤ Median Pov. > Median Pov. > Median Pov.

Public Auto Public Auto Public Auto

Panel A: All Locations

≤ 1 Mile 0.00661** -0.00267 0.0197*** -0.0172*** 0.000943 0.00395
(0.00320) (0.00369) (0.00511) (0.00540) (0.00258) (0.00329)

Observations 94,199 94,199 46,434 46,434 47,765 47,765
Mean Outcome 0.16 0.76 0.11 0.84 0.21 0.69

Panel B: Outer City

≤ 1 Mile 0.0156*** -0.0128** 0.0208*** -0.0188*** 0.0107*** -0.00671
(0.00418) (0.00494) (0.00559) (0.00576) (0.00323) (0.00533)

Observations 61,183 61,183 37,489 37,489 23,694 23,694
Mean Outcome 0.13 0.82 0.10 0.85 0.16 0.77

Panel C: Inner City

≤ 1 Mile 0.00271 0.00403 0.0206*** -0.0179** -0.00162 0.00882**
(0.00341) (0.00408) (0.00659) (0.00715) (0.00341) (0.00394)

Observations 33,016 33,016 8,945 8,945 24,071 24,071
Mean Outcome 0.24 0.66 0.15 0.79 0.27 0.61

Clustered standard errors (at county-level) in parentheses. Sample includes tracts that were every within
4 miles of a rail station by 2010. Outer city tracts lie farther than 7 miles from city CBD. Inner city
tracts closer than 7 miles from CBD.
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In Columns (3) and (4), I include tracts that had a pre-treatment poverty rate that

was below the sample median. The results suggest relatively large effects for this subsam-

ple. Column (3) shows a significant 1.97 p.p. increase in the proportion of public transit

commuters in response to treatment. This increase represents a 17.9 percent change on

the average proportion of public transit commuters within these tracts. The estimate

in Column (4) suggests a roughly equivalent reduction (1.70 p.p.) in automobile us-

age. Columns (5) and (6) present results for the above-median poverty subsample. The

estimates are both small in magnitude and statistically insignificant suggesting no dis-

cernible change in the proportion of commuters by public transit or automobile following

treatment.

The results of Panel A are consistent with Baum-Snow, Kahn and Voith (2005) sug-

gesting that the largest changes in commute mode in response to rail transit are found in

neighborhoods of relatively high socioeconomic status. However, the high speed of rail

transit makes it an attractive option for those with more distant commutes. As many of

the lower-poverty neighborhoods during this time period are found in regions of the city

farther from the central business district (CBD), it is possible that the observed hetero-

geneity in Panel A reflects the spatial distribution of poverty across each metro area as

opposed to any direct relationship to socioeconomic status. I investigate this possibility

in Panels B and C by splitting the sample into outer-city and inner-city tracts based on

the distance between each tract centroid to the CBD.14

In Panel B, the sample is restricted to tracts that are farther than 7 miles from the

CBD. This subsample represents neighborhoods that have farther distance commutes

to each metro area’s focal point of business and commercial activity. Overall, tracts

experience a significant 1.56 p.p. increase in public transit commuting and a 1.28 p.p.

14Event study plots for each subsample can be found in the online appendix. The pre-treatment coeffi-
cients are predominantly consistent with limited pre-trends.
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reduction in automobile commuting following treatment. These estimates are much larger

than those in Panel A, consistent with the notion that rail transit is more useful for those

with longer distance commutes. For the below-median poverty, outer-city subsample,

the estimates are very similar to those in Panel A. Regarding the above-median poverty

subsample, Column (5) suggests a statistically significant 1.07 p.p. increase in public

transit usage. However, there is no evidence of a change in automobile commuting for

this group.

Panel C restricts to tracts that are within 7 miles of the CBD. The estimates in

Columns (1) and (2) suggest limited overall impacts of rail transit for this inner-city

subsample. However, the estimates for the lower-poverty group are remarkably similar

to those in Panel B. For the higher-poverty subsample, the estimate on public transit

usage is negative, but small in magnitude and statistically indistinguishable from zero.

The positive estimate in Column (6) is surprising, but disappears after controlling for

the slight upward pre-trend observed in the event study figure for this subsample.

Overall, the results suggest a large increase of approximately 2 p.p. in the proportion

of public transit commuters in below-median poverty tracts, regardless of location relative

to the CBD. This increase is accompanied by a slightly smaller magnitude decrease in

the proportion of automobile commuters. For above-median poverty tracts, there is

an increase in public transit commuting for tracts located farther than 7 miles from

the CBD, but the magnitude is only half that of the lower-poverty subsample. There

is limited evidence of a change in automobile commuting among these higher-poverty

tracts.
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1.4.2 Bus and Rail Commuting

Using information on the specific mode of public transit, rail versus bus, I now dig

deeper to understand what is underlying the observed changes to public transit usage. I

investigate the possibility that increases in rail usage may be offset by reductions in bus

usage leading to a limited impact on overall public transit commuting. This may be the

case if the introduction of rail transit is accompanied by reductions in bus service or if

individuals that once commuted by bus now travel predominantly by rail to reach their

employment destination.

Figure 1.3 presents the event study plots using these more specific measures of public

transit usage. There are no clear visual trends in outcomes prior to the introduction of a

rail station. None of the pre-treatment estimates are statistically distinct from zero and

the p-values for joint significance range from 0.16 to 0.97. Following treatment, there is an

immediate increase in the proportion of rail commuters that appears to grow over time.

The increasing effect in subsequent years is, again, driven by larger estimates among

tracts treated earlier in the sample.15 The impact is apparent in each poverty subsample,

although the magnitude of the increase is larger for below-median poverty tracts. Bus

commuting experiences a decrease in response to treatment, though the change seems to

be primarily driven by above-median poverty tracts.

Table 1.4 presents the difference-in-differences estimates. From Column (1) of Panel

A, treated tracts observe a statistically significant 1.75 p.p. increase in rail commuting

following the introduction of a rail station. On an average proportion of 0.08, this

represents a 21.9 percent increase in rail commuting among treated tracts. Column (2)

shows that this increase in rail usage is accompanied by a significant 1.04 p.p. reduction

in bus usage. This suggests that 59.4 percent of the increase in rail usage is offset by

15Event study plots for earlier treated tracts appear in the online appendix.
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decreases in bus usage resulting in the small overall effect on public transit commuting

observed in Section 1.4.1.
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Figure 1.3: Event Study - Proportion Rail/Proportion Bus

Estimated coefficients and 95% confidence intervals βs in Equation 1.2. Standard errors
clustered at the county level. Row (i) includes all census tracts in the sample (excluding
missing tracts with missing values), while Row (ii) and Row (iii) restrict to tracts that had a
1970 poverty rate that was below-median and above-median, respectively. p-values for the
joint significance of the pre-treatment coefficients (H0 : β−4 = β−3 = β−2 = 0) are found below
each plot. The excluded relative year category is t̃ = −1.
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Table 1.4: Proportion Bus and Rail Transit

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
≤ Median Pov. ≤ Median Pov. > Median Pov. > Median Pov.

Rail Bus Rail Bus Rail Bus

Panel A: All Locations

≤ 1 Mile 0.0175*** -0.0104*** 0.0276*** -0.00677 0.0111*** -0.0102***
(0.00428) (0.00332) (0.00615) (0.00474) (0.00311) (0.00374)

Observations 75,328 75,328 37,121 37,121 38,207 38,207
Mean Outcome 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.09 0.12

Panel B: Outer City

≤ 1 Mile 0.0168*** -0.00119 0.0222*** -0.00108 0.0104** -0.000345
(0.00485) (0.00338) (0.00581) (0.00409) (0.00423) (0.00359)

Observations 48,942 48,942 29,980 29,980 18,962 18,962
Mean Outcome 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.08 0.07

Panel C: Inner City

≤ 1 Mile 0.0178*** -0.0142*** 0.0356*** -0.0125** 0.0115*** -0.0129**
(0.00543) (0.00487) (0.0108) (0.00573) (0.00407) (0.00517)

Observations 26,386 26,386 7,141 7,141 19,245 19,245
Mean Outcome 0.09 0.14 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.16

Clustered standard errors (at county-level) in parentheses. Sample includes tracts that were every within
4 miles of a rail station by 2010. Outer city tracts lie farther than 7 miles from city CBD. Inner city tracts
closer than 7 miles from CBD.
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Splitting the sample by poverty rate and location relative to the CBD, the results

suggest that the largest increases in rail usage take place in below-median poverty tracts,

regardless of location. The effect on this group is particularly strong in the inner portion

of the city. For higher-poverty tracts, the increase in rail usage is relatively stable with

respect to location, but between 30-50 percent of the magnitude of the change in the

lower-poverty sample.

Changes in bus transit commuting are limited to the inner portion of the city with

both poverty groups experiencing approximately a 1.3 p.p. reduction in usage. There is

no impact on bus usage in the outer portion of the city, regardless of initial poverty rate.

The reduction in bus usage in the inner-city is enough to completely offset the increase

in rail commuting for the above-median poverty group. For the lower-poverty group, this

reduction is not strong enough to negate the large increase in rail commuting.

Overall, it appears that neighborhoods of higher socioeconomic status are more likely

to shift towards rail commuting. The resulting increase in public transit commuting in

these areas is accompanied by a reduction in private vehicle usage. However, less well-off

neighborhoods see smaller increases in rail commuting with roughly equivalent declines

in bus usage.

1.5 Assessing the Empirical Assumptions

1.5.1 Improved Comparability

The primary challenge to estimating the effects of expanded rail transit lies in finding

a suitable counterfactual (Redding and Turner (2015)). In particular, rail infrastructure

is not randomly assigned within a metropolitan area. Policymakers target areas with

certain historical or forecast characteristics which may result in treated neighborhoods
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that are fundamentally different than untreated neighborhoods. Here, I address this

problem by applying two methodological techniques that effectively alter the sample so

that comparisons can be made between tracts that are more similar based on observable

characteristics.

First, I employ a trimming procedure to construct a sample of treated and untreated

tracts that share similar observable characteristics prior to treatment (Crump et al.

(2009)). An indicator for whether a tract is ever treated is regressed on a series of

demographic, commuting, and housing characteristics from 1970 (prior to any treatment)

along with a set of county level fixed effects using a lasso probit regression model.16 The

model predicts treatment fairly well with an R-squared of 0.172. Estimates from this

model are used to calculate the propensity score of becoming within 1 mile of a rail

transit station. The sample is restricted to tracts with a propensity score between 0.1

and 0.9 and Equation 1.1 is estimated.

This trimming technique eliminates tracts that appear either very likely or very un-

likely to be treated (22.2 percent of the sample). Of the remaining tracts, 2,760 come

from the original treatment group while 8,267 come from the original control group

meaning a reduction of 8.0 percent and 26.0 percent, respectively. Those excluded are

less densely populated, farther from the CBD, and of relatively high socioeconomic sta-

tus prior to treatment. The remaining set of tracts are much more similar based on

pre-treatment characteristics, reducing the potential for omitted variable bias (trimmed

summary statistics table available in the online appendix).

I also perform an inverse probability weighting (IPW) procedure as in Hirano, Imbens

and Ridder (2003). I weight treated tracts by the inverse of their previously calculated

propensity score, and untreated tracts by the inverse of one minus their propensity score.

The procedure results in a sample where treated tracts that initially look like untreated

16Results are very similar using a standard probit model.
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tracts and untreated tracts that initially look like treated tracts are weighted more heavily

(IPW summary statistics table available in the online appendix).

Figure A.1 compares estimates from each robustness procedure with those from the

main specification. For each outcome, I include the point estimate and 95 percent confi-

dence interval. The first row of each figure displays estimates from the main specification,

while subsequent rows display estimates from each robustness procedure. All trimming

and IPW estimates are statistically indistinguishable from those using the unaltered

sample.

Figures A.2 and A.3 display the same plots for the below-median poverty and above-

median poverty subsamples, respectively. Again, the estimates are generally very similar

to those in the main specification. Figure A.3 shows slight differences among above-

median tracts using the IPW procedure. Specifically, the estimates suggest a small

increase in public transit usage and a reduction in automobile usage. However, the

estimates are not statistically different from those in the main specification. Overall, the

results of each procedure suggest that using a more comparable sample of tracts does

not change the results in a meaningful way. This provides support that the estimates

in Section 1.4 are not a reflection of omitted variable bias brought on by endogenous

selection into treatment.

1.5.2 Falsification Test For Selection

As an additional test for whether selection may be driving the results, I conduct two

falsification tests which control for future station openings. If tracts that are chosen to

receive a station have differential trends in commuting outcomes regardless of whether a

station has actually been introduced, then the coefficient estimates for future treatment

will reflect this selection. I estimate Equation 1.1 controlling for measures of future
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treatment. In seperate specifications, I control for two alternative definitions of future

treatment: 1) whether tract i at any point in future years will have a rail station within

1 mile and 2) whether tract i became treated in the subsequent decennial year. If the

introduction of a rail station is truly responsible for the effects in Section 1.4 the estimated

difference-in-differences estimate will be unchanged by the inclusion of these controls, and

the coefficient on future treatment should equal zero.

The difference-in-differences estimates, after controlling for future treatment, appear

in Rows 4 and 5 of Figure A.1, A.2, and A.3. Controlling for future stations in Rows 4 and

5 do not change any of the estimates. For each variable within each subsample plot, the

effects are very similar to those in the main specification. The online appendix presents

the regression results with future station controls. The coefficient estimates for each

future treatment indicator are predominantly small and insignificant. While some of the

coefficients on rail and bus usage are significant or marginally significant, the estimates

are much smaller than the difference-in-differences coefficients and of the opposite sign

of the treatment effect. This suggests that these tracts may have been trending in

the opposite direction than those estimated in the main results. I conclude that the

falsification estimates are consistent with treatment driving the results as opposed to

selection.

1.5.3 Distance Bin Specification

The difference-in-differences empirical strategy described by Equation 1.1 relies on a

fixed distance threshold of 1 mile to define treatment. However, it is unclear that this

threshold accurately separates which census tracts were and were not affected by the

introduction of a rail station. In fact, it is plausible to imagine that the impacts would

be strongest in tracts located in closest proximity and decline roughly monotonically in
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distance from the station.

To better understand the geographical extent of the effects, I augment the difference-

in-differences framework allowing the treatment status of each tract to depend on the

distance to the nearest open rail station. I restrict the sample to tracts that are ever

within 20 miles of a station to allow for the potential that the impacts extend beyond

the 4 mile threshold used for inclusion in my primary sample. I then define six distance

bins: ≤ 1/2 mile, 1/2-1 mile, 1-2 miles, 2-4 miles, 4-10 miles, and 10-20 miles. For each

decennial year, I allocate tracts to a bin based on the distance to the nearest open rail

station. This flexible specification allows for the effects of treatment to depend non-

linearly on distance. The goal is to measure the effect of falling within distance bin d on

each commuting outcome relative to the reference category, tracts that fall farther than

20 miles from a rail station. The empirical specification is defined by Equation 1.3.

yict = β1D
≤1/2
ict +β2D

1/2−1
ict +β3D

1−2
ict +β4D

2−4
ict +β5D

4−10
ict +β6D

10−20
ict + δi +γct + εict (1.3)

where Dd
ict is an indicator that equals 1 if tract i in county c at year t falls in distance

bin d, and zero otherwise (e.g. D
≤1/2
ict is an indicator for having an open station within

1/2 mile).

Overall, the results (found in the online appendix) are consistent with the notion

of strong local effects that decrease monotonically in distance. Most of the estimates

approach zero quickly, with small and insignificant effects farther than 1 mile from a new

station. This provides support for the 1 mile threshold used in the main specification.

Two notable exceptions exist where the coefficients do not decline completely within

1 mile. First, for tracts located farther than 7 miles from the central business district,

the magnitude of the estimates on rail and auto usage decline more slowly. I observe
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increases in rail usage and decreases in automobile usage for this subsample that extent

up to 4 miles from a new station. This is perhaps a reflection of individuals that were

initially driving into the central city now driving to a station and completing the rest of

the trip by rail, avoiding congestion in the central portion of the city.

Second, reductions in bus usage in above-median poverty, inner-city tracts decline

slowly in distance with statistically significant estimates up to 10 miles from a new rail

station. This is perhaps suggestive that the introduction of rail infrastructure may be

accompanied by local reductions in bus usage that can affect higher poverty tracts in

moderate distances from new stations.

1.5.4 Heterogeneous Effects and Negative Weighting

The difference-in-differences specification characterized by Equation 1.1 is susceptible

to the problem of treatment effect heterogeneity and negative weighting as described in

de Chaisemartin and d’Haultfoeuille (2019). I apply their Wald-Time Corrected (WTC)

estimator to examine the robustness of each estimate to this concern. The fifth row

of Figure A.1 presents estimates based on this alternative estimator. The WTC point

estimates are primarily very similar to those of the main specification. One exception

is that the WTC estimate suggests a larger reduction in bus usage. This is particularly

evident in the above-median poverty sample in Figure A.3. However, correcting for

treatment effect heterogeneity does not appear to affect the main conclusions of the

empirical analysis.

1.5.5 Improved Panel Balance

Figure 1.1 shows that the timing of treatment varies widely across tracts. As a result,

the staggered adoption difference-in-differences and event study specifications identify
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parameters using an unbalanced panel. For tracts treated between 1971 and 1980, there

exists commuting data from a single decennial year prior to treatment and four decennial

years following treatment. Tracts treated between 2001-2010 have four decennial years

prior to treatment and a single post-treatment decennial year.

I address this by estimating both specifications using a more balanced set of tracts

based on when they were treated. Two subsamples of tracts are used. First, I restrict

to tracts that became treated between 1991 and 2010. These tracts all have at least

three decennial years prior to treatment and either one or two post-treatment decennial

years. This subsample is particularly useful in assessing the robustness of the pre-trends

analysis. The event study figures based on this restricted sample can be found in the

online appendix and are primarily consistent with limited pre-trends. There are no

clear visual trends prior to treatment and the p-values associated with the tests of joint

significance yield mostly insignificant results.

Second, I restrict to tracts that became treated between 1971 and 1990. These tracts

have at least three post-treatment decennial years of data and either one or two pre-

treatment decennial years. While less useful in assessing pre-trends, estimates of Equation

1.1 using this sample, along with the 1991-2010 sample, are included in Figure A.1. The

results are qualitatively similar to those of the main specification. Although, it appears

that the estimates based on the 1971-1990 treatment sample suggest larger impacts on

rail usage in response to treatment. I conclude that the results are robust to using a

more balanced panel.
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1.6 Cross-City Heterogeneity and Aggregate Effects

1.6.1 Cross-City Heterogeneity

The large number of cities expanding rail infrastructure during the study period

provides an excellent opportunity to explore intercity heterogeneity. Here, I estimate

Equation 1.1 restricting the sample to tracts located within each city. Splitting the sample

by city reduces the statistical power of inference, particularly in cities that experienced a

small number of station openings. In addition, as much of the development occurred in

a small number of counties within each city (often a single county for many of the cities)

it is difficult to cluster standard errors at the county level. However, by examining the

point estimates across cities, there are some interesting trends that appear.

Figure 1.4 displays the difference-in-differences point estimates for the fraction com-

muting by public transit for each city. I include three estimates; one for the effect on

all tracts within a given metro area and also the effect by tract poverty rate relative to

the city-specific median. The estimates are organized by treatment effect in decreasing

order. Similarly to Baum-Snow, Kahn and Voith (2005), I find that commuters near new

stations in Washington DC and Boston experience some of the largest increases in public

transit usage. Other notable cities with large gains to transit usage are Nashville, New

Haven, San Francisco, and Portland.17 On the opposite end of the spectrum, many of

the sunbelt cities including Houston, Dallas, Austin, Atlanta, and Denver, along with

Seattle, and some Mid-Western cities experience negligible (and even negative) changes

in public transit commuting.

A striking feature of the estimates is the difference by poverty rate. In nearly ev-

ery city, lower-poverty tracts experience more positive effects relative to above-median

17Nashville and New Haven are not precisely estimated and appear not to be driven by increases in rail
usage.
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poverty tracts. This fact is especially predominant in cities that did not see an overall

increase in public transit usage. Of the fifteen cities that experienced the smallest gains

to transit use, fourteen experienced larger gains in lower-poverty neighborhoods. This

gap generally ranges between 1-6 p.p./ and suggests that many higher-poverty neigh-

borhoods in these low-performing cities actually experienced a decline in public transit

usage.

Figure 1.5 presents the same plot for automobile commuting. Among lower-poverty

neighborhoods, much of the increase in public transit usage comes from former car com-

muters. However, there is little evidence that treatment leads to a reduction in auto

usage in higher-poverty neighborhoods.

Using information on the exact mode of public transit, Figure 1.6 documents that

rail commuting generally increases in treated tracts across all cities. Washington DC and

Boston are again high performers in generating rail usage. It is noteworthy that changes

in rail usage are far less dependent on the tract poverty rate. While there is substantial

variation across cities, there is little variation within cities based on poverty. Figure 1.7

shows the bus specific transit results. These estimates highlight the source of much of

the disparity between lower and higher-poverty neighborhoods. Among cities that saw

a decline in bus commuting, much of the decrease was driven by above-median poverty

neighborhoods.
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Figure 1.4: Prop. Public By Metro

Difference-in-differences point estimate by city. Grey circles represents estimates using the full sample within each city. Green
squares and red diamonds represent those for the below and above-median poverty tracts, respectively, within each city. Median
poverty is city-specific.
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Figure 1.5: Prop. Auto By Metro

Difference-in-differences point estimate by city. Grey circles represents estimates using the full sample within each city. Green
squares and red diamonds represent those for the below and above-median poverty tracts, respectively, within each city. Median
poverty is city-specific.
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Figure 1.6: Prop. Rail By Metro

Difference-in-differences point estimate by city. Grey circles represents estimates using the full sample within each city. Green
squares and red diamonds represent those for the below and above-median poverty tracts, respectively, within each city. Median
poverty is city-specific.
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Figure 1.7: Prop. Bus By Metro

Difference-in-differences point estimate by city. Grey circles represents estimates using the full sample within each city. Green
squares and red diamonds represent those for the below and above-median poverty tracts, respectively, within each city. Median
poverty is city-specific.
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The results indicate considerable variation in the effect of rail development. Wash-

ington DC and Boston appear to have successfully increased public transit usage in areas

local to new stations, while nearly half of the cities experience null or even decreases to

the transit share. Reductions in bus usage, particularly in above-median poverty neigh-

borhoods offsets much of the increase in rail commuting in these cities. The evidence is

consistent with the overall results that rail development is less effective at increasing tran-

sit usage in higher-poverty neighborhoods. The fact that public transit usage actually

declines in higher-poverty neighborhoods within many of the cities is not particularly

encouraging. If reductions in bus usage were accompanied by equivalent increases in

rail usage within these neighborhoods, then this would perhaps reflect former bus users

switching to rail. However, the results suggest that some reductions in bus share are not

accompanied by large enough increases to rail usage providing evidence that perhaps rail

could be crowding out bus transit.

1.6.2 Aggregate Effects

A primary objective of rail development is to increase public transit usage throughout

an entire metropolitan area. In light of the small magnitude of the overall effects, it

is not clear that these neighborhood level impacts translate into aggregate changes at

the metropolitan level. I employ a difference-in-differences specification that exploits

variation in the extent of rail transit within census designated urbanized areas over time

to estimate these aggregate effects.

The results can help policymakers assess the effectiveness of rail transit in achiev-

ing the intended goal of increasing metropolitan public transit usage while decreasing

automobile usage. If the impacts on commuting exist only at the local level, transit

authorities may be hesitant to make costly investments into their rail systems.
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Census tracts are allocated to 2010 Census designated urban areas (UA) based on

the tract centroid relative to each UA boundary.18 I then aggregate counts of individuals

by commute mode to the UA-by-decennial year level and construct proportions. The

number of open rail stations within each UA is used as a proxy for the level of rail

infrastructure within each UA. The empirical model is characterized by Equation 1.4.

yit = βDit + δi + γt + εit (1.4)

yit represents the outcome of interest for UA i in decennial year t. Dit is the number

of open rail stations within UA i at year t. δi and γt represent UA and year fixed

effects, respectively. εit represents the error term and is clustered at the UA level. For

comparability, I restrict analysis to UAs that had at least one rail station open by 2010.

In this difference-in-differences specification, β represents the change in yit associated

with an additional station opened within a UA boundary, holding UA and year constant.

Table A.1 in the appendix presents the results. Perhaps surprisingly, an increase

in the number of rail stations is accompanied by a statistically significant reduction

in the proportion of public transit commuters at the UA level. For an additional 10

stations (roughly equivalent to a rail line extension), UAs experience an average 0.274

p.p. decrease in public transit commuting. While the coefficient on rail usage is positive

(though statistically insignificant), there is a significant reduction in bus usage that more

than offsets the increase in rail commuting. There is no noticeable change in automobile

commuting in response to increased rail infrastructure.

The fact that bus usage decreases more than rail usage increases is surprising and

seems counterproductive to the goals of transit policy. Given that bus users are generally

18“An urban area will comprise a densely settled core of census tracts and/or census blocks that meet
minimum population density requirements, along with adjacent territory containing non-residential
urban land uses as well as territory with low population density included to link outlying densely
settled territory with the densely settled core.” (U.S. Census Bureau)
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of lower socioeconomic status relative to rail users, the reduction in bus commuting may

be particularly harmful to the poor. I conclude that policymakers should be wary of the

expectation that rail development will necessarily be accompanied by overall increases in

public transit usage.

1.7 Migration

1.7.1 Migration As A Mechanism

Rail transit development permanently alters the spatial distribution of transportation

infrastructure within a metropolitan area. In response, household preferences regarding

residential location are likely to shift. Those that find rail access beneficial will prefer to

locate closer to new stations. Some may view rail transit negatively and prefer to locate

farther from stations. As preferences change, rental and housing prices will adjust and a

new spatial distribution of households will emerge.

The possibility of changes in neighborhood demography make it difficult to disentan-

gle incumbent behavioral changes from neighborhood composition effects. For example,

observed increases in rail usage may be due to current residents switching their commute

mode or in-migration of likely rail users. Accordingly, the results of Section 1.4 are in-

terpreted as the estimated effects on the equilibrium locus of commuting outcomes for a

given neighborhood reflecting both changes in habits and composition.

Migration complicates the question of who benefits most from expanded rail infras-

tructure. While policymakers may target certain communities when deciding where to

place new stations, the intended users may not ultimately enjoy the amenity. In fact, if

transit dependent households migrate away from treated neighborhoods (as a result of

changes in preferences or prices), then proponents of rail transit may be misguided in
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their assertion that the poor benefit disproportionately.

I investigate neighborhood composition changes by estimating Equations 1.1 and 1.2

on an immutable tract level demographic characteristic, the proportion of black residents.

During the study period, black commuters were 3.7-4.6 times more likely to commute by

bus and 2.4-2.6 times more likely to commute by rail relative to non-black commuters.

Under the assumption that these relative propensities are somewhat representative of the

black individuals migrating in response to treatment, I can provide suggestive evidence

of how these demographic changes may be influencing the results.

Figure 1.8 presents the estimates of Equation 1.2 using the tract level proportion of

black residents. Prior to treatment, there is little evidence of differential trends between

treated and untreated tracts. Following the introduction of a rail station, the proportion

declines and the magnitude of the reduction grows in following years.

Table 1.5 presents the difference-in-differences estimates. On average, treated tracts

experience a 2.23 percentage point decline in the proportion of black residents. The

reduction is heavily driven by above-median poverty tracts. Estimating the effect on

the log-number of residents by race (results in the online appendix), I find that the

proportional change is due to out-migration of black residents in the higher poverty

subsample. Under the assumption that these black residents are likely public transit

users, their departure may be partially responsible for the limited effects on public transit

usage among higher poverty neighborhoods.

For below-median poverty tracts, the demographic composition along this dimension

appears less responsive to rail transit. However, inner-city neighborhoods experience a

small decline in the proportion black which is driven by in-migration of non-blacks into

treated neighborhoods. This may represent an influx of non-minority individuals that

highly value the transit amenity leading to a particularly large increase in rail usage

among this subsample.
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Figure 1.8: Event Study - Proportion Black

Difference-in-differences point estimate by city. Grey circles represents estimates using the full
sample within each city. Green squares and red diamonds represent those for the below and
above-median poverty tracts, respectively, within each city. Median poverty is city-specific.
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Table 1.5: Proportion Public and Auto Transit

(1) (2) (3)
≤ Median Pov. > Median Pov.

Prop. Black Prop. Black Prop. Black
Panel A: All Locations

≤ 1 Mile -0.0223*** -0.00383 -0.0227***
(0.00507) (0.00377) (0.00676)

Observations 94,328 46,494 47,834
Mean Outcome 0.17 0.09 0.24

Panel B: Outer City

≤ 1 Mile -0.0132 0.00139 -0.0230*
(0.00950) (0.00491) (0.0138)

Observations 61,266 37,531 23,735
Mean Outcome 0.13 0.08 0.21

Panel C: Inner City

≤ 1 Mile -0.0163 -0.0132** -0.00858
(0.0143) (0.00602) (0.0184)

Observations 33,062 8,963 24,099
Mean Outcome 0.23 0.11 0.28

Clustered standard errors (at county-level) in parentheses. Sample in-
cludes tracts that were every within 4 miles of a rail station by 2010.
Outer city tracts lie farther than 7 miles from city CBD. Inner city tracts
closer than 7 miles from CBD.
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Overall, the results suggest that the estimated impacts on commute mode are at least

partially driven by changes in population composition, particularly in higher poverty

neighborhoods. If policymakers intend to target certain types of communities with rail

infrastructure, the results highlight migration as an unintended consequence that could

undermine such efforts. Regardless, the estimates in Section 1.4 help to understand the

causal effects of rail access at the census tract level.

1.8 Impact on Commute Time

A potential benefit of rail transit development may be a reduction in the commute

time for those residing in close proximity. The high speed and right-of-way benefits of

rail travel may allow users a quicker way to navigate rush hour congestion relative to

private automobile or bus travel. Any meaningful daily time savings would certainly be

relevant to discussions regarding public transit policy. Here, I investigate this possibility

by estimating the effect of rail transit access on the census tract level median one-way

commute time.

Panel (a) of Figure 1.9 shows the event study plots on the log of the median commute

time. As the 1970 Census Summary Files do not contain information on commute time,

there are only, at most, three decennial years of data prior to treatment. The coefficients

in each plot suggest that the outcomes of treated and untreated tracts follow slightly

different trends prior to the introduction of a rail station. Visually, there is a small upward

trend in the coefficients that appears driven by the below-median poverty subsample

(p-value 0.14). The presence of pre-trends raises concern regarding the difference-in-

differences empirical strategy.

In order to mitigate this problem, I apply the inverse probability weighting procedure

discussed in Section 1.5. The event study plots using these weights are found in Panel
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(b). Visually, the procedure reduces the presence of pre-trends with p-values ranging

from 0.58-0.82.

Table 1.6 displays the difference-in-differences estimates. Columns (1)-(3) present

the unweighted estimates while Columns (4)-(6) show those using the inverse probability

weights. In Panel A, Column (1) shows a marginally significant 0.201 minute average

increase in one-way commute times following treatment. On an average of 26.91, this

represents a 0.75 percent increase. Assuming a round trip commute, five days per week,

50 working weeks per year, this corresponds to a 1.68 hour increase in the time spent com-

muting. Similarly to the results on commute mode, the impacts appear to be strongest

in below-median poverty tracts.
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Figure 1.9: Event Study - Median One-Way Commute Time (Log Minutes)

Estimated coefficients and 95% confidence intervals βs in Equation 1.2. Standard errors
clustered at the county level. Row (i) includes all census tracts in the sample (excluding
missing tracts with missing values), while Row (ii) and Row (iii) restrict to tracts that had a
1970 poverty rate that was below-median and above-median, respectively. p-values for the
joint significance of the pre-treatment coefficients (H0 : β−4 = β−3 = β−2 = 0) are found below
each plot. The excluded relative year category is t̃ = −1.
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Table 1.6: Median One-Way Commute Time (Log Minutes)

Unweighted Inverse Probability Weighted︷ ︸︸ ︷ ︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

≤ Median Pov. > Median Pov. ≤ Median Pov. > Median Pov.
Commute Time Commute Time Commute Time Commute Time Commute Time Commute Time

Panel A: All Locations

≤ 1 Mile 0.0106** 0.0188*** 0.00519 0.0130** 0.0217*** 0.00489
(0.00450) (0.00651) (0.00528) (0.00581) (0.00785) (0.00766)

Observations 75,261 36,935 38,326 56,106 29,539 26,567
Mean Outcome 3.25 3.24 3.26 3.18 3.20 3.17

Panel B: Outer City

≤ 1 Mile 0.0179*** 0.0248*** 0.00735 0.0119 0.0208** 0.00315
(0.00554) (0.00699) (0.00746) (0.00727) (0.00853) (0.0124)

Observations 48,886 29,801 19,085 37,734 23,737 13,997
Mean Outcome 3.27 3.26 3.27 3.20 3.22 3.18

Panel C: Inner City

≤ 1 Mile 0.00736 0.0116 0.00557 0.0153* 0.0337 0.00529
(0.00613) (0.0104) (0.00673) (0.00906) (0.0210) (0.00679)

Observations 26,375 7,134 19,241 18,372 5,802 12,570
Mean Outcome 3.22 3.16 3.24 3.13 3.10 3.15

Clustered standard errors (at county-level) in parentheses. Sample includes tracts that were every within 4 miles of a rail station
by 2010. Outer city tracts lie farther than 7 miles from city CBD. Inner city tracts closer than 7 miles from CBD.
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The results in Columns (4)-(6) are predominantly very similar to those in the un-

weighted specification. Overall, the results suggest an increase in commute time follow-

ing treatment. The increase appears to be largest in areas where public transit usage

increased the most. I interpret the results as a lack of evidence that the introduction of

rail infrastructure led to a decrease in commute time for tracts local to new rail stations.

However, when estimating the impacts at the metropolitan area aggregate level using

Equation 1.4, I find a small, but statistically significant decrease in median commute

time in response to an increase in the number of rail stations.

1.9 Conclusion

Population growth and decentralization were pervasive elements of the U.S. urban

landscape throughout much of the 20th century. These factors placed an enormous

amount of stress on transportation networks which continues to afflict many metropoli-

tan areas. As policymakers debate the merits of potential transit investments to mitigate

this stress, empirical evidence regarding past transportation infrastructure development

can be invaluable.

This paper examines the impacts of all urban rail expansions throughout the U.S.

between 1970 and 2010 to understand the effects on commuting patterns. Four key

empirical facts emerge. First, changes in neighborhood level commute mode resulting

from increased rail access are far stronger in areas of higher socioeconomic status. These

neighborhoods experience a high take-up of rail commuting which is accompanied by

reductions in private automobile usage. I find no evidence that neighborhoods of lower

socioeconomic status experience changes in public transit commuting.

Second, most of the increase in rail commuting is accompanied by reductions in bus

usage. This result is particularly strong in poorer neighborhoods with reductions in bus
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usage completely offsetting any increases in rail usage. The decline in bus commuting

extends up to ten miles from newly opened rail stations. At the metropolitan area

aggregate level, increasing the number of total stations is accompanied by a reduction

in bus commuting that exceeds the increase in rail commuting. As a result, public

transit commuting actually declines as cities expand their rail systems. As bus users are

disproportionately poor, this result is not particularly encouraging to the notion that rail

development can be especially valuable in areas of low socioeconomic status.

Third, I find evidence of systematic migration in response to rail development. I show

that black individuals migrate out of higher poverty neighborhoods that receive a new

station. This out-migration is likely at least partially responsible for the limited change

in public transit usage following treatment in these areas. I also document that non-

blacks migrate into lower poverty, inner-city neighborhoods that receive a station. This

may reflect non-minority households that highly value access to the new transit amenity.

Finally, I find no evidence of commute time savings in neighborhoods located near

newly opened stations. In fact, the estimates suggest a small increase in commute times,

particularly in areas that experience an increase in public transit usage. However, there

is a small decrease in commute time observed at the metropolitan area aggregate level.

The evidence suggests that while rail development can increase public transit usage,

it does so only at the local level and primarily in well-off neighborhoods. Policymakers

should be wary of the expectation that rail transit will reduce private vehicle dependence

and increase mobility among poorer communities.
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Chapter 2

Rail Development, Job Access, and

Employment

2.1 Introduction

The recent announcement of the Biden-Harris American Jobs Plan (AJP) underscores

a resurgent focus of U.S. policy on physical infrastructure. Under the plan, $2.3 trillion

will be invested over the next decade with a large portion dedicated to improving Ameri-

can transportation networks. A proposed $85 billion of the total is to be spent upgrading

and expanding the nation’s public transit infrastructure, roughly doubling the amount

of federal dollars available to transit agencies. By investing these new funds into bus

and rail capital projects, the AJP will seek to improve public transit’s ability to meet

rider demand and extend service into new communities. However, alternative spending

options will force agencies to make critical decisions concerning effective use of the funds.

Beginning in the early 1970s, public rail transit became an increasingly popular tool

for policymakers looking to better connect locations within urban areas. Between 1968

and 2017, 32 metropolitan areas opened or expanded public, commuter-oriented rail sys-
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tems leading to the opening of more than 1,700 stations.1 As the fundamental purpose

of such investment is to lower the cost of travel between connected locations, proponents

often contend that development can improve access to employment among targeted com-

munities (Garrett (2004)). The systems provide a faster, and arguably more reliable,

option for commuters relative to traditional bus service. By developing rail systems, pol-

icymakers may significantly improve a worker’s ability to access centers of employment.

In addition, the opening of a new station may be accompanied by transit-oriented devel-

opment leading to an increase in local labor demand. For the city’s residents that rely

on public transit and proximity to access opportunities for employment, the benefits to

rail development may be substantial.

A central theme of the AJP is to develop infrastructure intended to improve opportu-

nity among vulnerable populations. High levels of public transit usage among low-skilled,

low-income, and minority residents (Clark (2017)) suggest that investment could serve as

a powerful tool to this aim. The spatial distribution of residence and employment across

many U.S. metropolitan areas became increasingly dispersed throughout the latter half of

the twentieth century (Baum-Snow (2010); LeRoy and Sonstelie (1983)). Those wealthy

enough to afford cars increasingly abandoned living in central cities, electing to reside

in the outer suburbs where land was comparatively cheap. By contrast, low-income and

often minority households faced a range of barriers to relocating towards the city’s pe-

riphery.2 As centers of employment decentralized, a lack of geographic mobility among

the urban poor left them unable to access an increasing proportion of jobs. This spatial

mismatch between residential and employment location has been posited as a driver of

urban income and racial inequality (Brueckner and Zenou (2003); Kain (1968)).

1These 32 metropolitan areas account for roughly 44 percent of the U.S. population (U.S. Census (2010)).
2E.g., racial redlining (Kain (1968)), dependence on public transit (Glaeser, Kahn and Rappaport (2008),
and financial and time constraints exacerbated by a high incidence of domestic violence, mental health
problems, holding multiple jobs, and raising children as a single parent (Bergman et al. (2019)).
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This paper serves to investigate the extent to which public, rail transit development

can be an effective tool in improving the economic well-being of targeted households.

Using a novel panel of person and household level data, I exploit variation in rail access

arising from the large number of stations opened across the U.S. between 1968 and 2017.

I compare changes in outcomes for households located near newly opened rail stations

to those of households that remained more distant. This staggered adoption difference-

in-differences framework provides estimates of the causal effect of rail development on

worker employment status and labor income.

I address the possibility of endogenous residential sorting in response to expanded

rail infrastructure by using an intent-to-treat (ITT) approach. I define treatment status

based on whether a household’s location from two years prior received a station in the

current year. As the choice of residential location two years before a station’s opening is

less influenced by the future transit amenity, this mitigates the concern that selection into

treatment may be contaminating the results. Additionally, the ITT status can be used

to instrument for actual treatment status to construct two-stage least squares (2SLS)

estimates of the impacts.

The ITT results suggest that household heads living within 2 miles of a new rail

station experience an average 2.73 percentage point increase in the probability of em-

ployment. Instrumenting for actual treatment status indicates a 3.68 percentage point

increase. Positive employment effects are observed immediately following a station’s

opening, but increase slightly in magnitude until stabilizing at an elevated level three

years after treatment. The change is accompanied by an insignificant average 28.5 log

point (roughly 33 percent) increase in labor income (2SLS 38.4 log point) which also takes

several years to fully materialize.3 Interestingly, the employment effects are strongest in

households that do not own a private automobile and tend to be located in neighborhoods

32017 dollars adjusted for inflation.
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near the city center with a higher proportion low-skill residents.

Identification of the causal effect rests on the validity of a parallel trends assumption

under which the outcomes of households that received a nearby rail station would have

followed an identical trend to those of households that remained more distant. I investi-

gate this assumption using an event study framework where I examine the existence of

pre-treatment differences in outcomes between treated and untreated households. The

estimates indicate no evidence of differential trends in outcomes prior to treatment. I

also explore the robustness of the results to two econometric procedures which modify

the sample so that comparisons are made between more similar households. The results

are robust to each of these approaches.

I explore two mechanisms through which rail development may improve employment.

First, the new transit amenity reduces the cost of travel between connected locations.

As a result, transit-dependent workers can expand the geographic extent in which they

search for employment and may face a more viable commute to previously difficult to

access areas. The improved accessibility to centers of employment may shorten the

duration of joblessness (Andersson et al. (2018)) and provide higher paying opportunities

relative to before rail development. These impacts may be amplified by network effects

through other individuals residing in the same neighborhood (Bayer, Ross and Topa

(2008); Hellerstein, McInerney and Neumark (2011)).

Second, treated neighborhoods may experience significant changes in local economic

conditions following the opening of a station. Prior literature documents a wide variety

of impacts surrounding rail development including changes to the demographic compo-

sition (Glaeser, Kahn and Rappaport (2008); Heilmann (2018); Kahn (2007); McQuilkin

(2020)), rental prices and housing values (Baum-Snow and Kahn (2000); Billings (2011)),

and local business activity (Credit (2018); Schuetz (2015); Yen (2020)) in areas near new

stations. If these changes favorably affect the local labor market faced by workers, then
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those residing near new transit may experience improved employment. In complementary

analysis, I examine changes in local employment counts to explore this mechanism.

The ability for transit policy to improve employment has received increasing attention

in recent years. Pang (2017) links subway infrastructure to increased labor force partic-

ipation among low-skilled workers at the city-level. Tyndall (2019) shows that light

rail expansion in four metropolitan areas increases employment at the census tract-level.

Yen (2020) uses expansions across Los Angeles to show that labor force participation

and employment improves at the tract-level and suggests that increased job density in

treated areas is the source of the improvement. However, these prior studies employ

cross-sectional data aggregated up to some spatial unit.

This paper provides three primary contributions to this literature. First, I employ

person-level panel data which allows for a more detailed analysis of the underlying changes

that drive the spatially aggregated estimates available from previous studies. While ag-

gregated estimates suggest improved employment resulting from public transit infrastruc-

ture, it is possible the estimates are being driven by changes to neighborhood composition.

If areas receiving rail access experience an influx of individuals with a higher probability

of employment relative to incumbents, then aggregate estimates may be misinterpreted

as rail access improving individual-level employment. With several studies suggesting

changes in neighborhood demographic composition following rail development (Glaeser,

Kahn and Rappaport (2008); Heilmann (2018); Kahn (2007); McQuilkin (2020)), this sce-

nario is plausible. My results provide a more direct measure of how worker employment

responds which may be more informative from a policy perspective.

Second, by including the opening of all commuter-oriented rail stations between 1968

and 2017, my estimates represent a comprehensive national analysis of the impacts of

U.S. rail development. The more than 1,700 stations opened during this period represent

roughly half of the stations currently open across the U.S. This builds on prior literature
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which has focused on a single metropolitan area (Heilmann (2018); Severen (2018); Tsi-

vanidis (2018)) or a subset of those included in this study (Baum-Snow and Kahn (2000);

Baum-Snow, Kahn and Voith (2005); Glaeser, Kahn and Rappaport (2008); Kahn (2007);

McQuilkin (2020)). Furthermore, my estimates incorporate many of the most recent rail

expansions which were excluded from prior studies. For this reason, the estimates may

be more pertinent to policy discussion regarding future development.

Third, I investigate the relative importance of each proposed mechanisms using the

person-level panel as well as administrative data on employment counts for each neighbor-

hood over time. I document that local labor counts respond quite differently depending

on the location of the neighborhood with those near the city center experiencing growth

in the number of jobs, particularly in the food and services sector. This suggests that

transit-oriented development around rail infrastructure may at least partially explain the

observed employment effects.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, I describe the data.

Section 2.3 details my empirical strategy. Section 2.4 presents the main results. Section

2.5 examines the results of several alternative and robustness specifications. Section 2.6

discusses the mechanisms. Section 2.7 concludes.

2.2 Data

To estimate the impacts of rail transit development, I utilize data derived from the

Panel Study for Income Dynamics (PSID). This longitudinal survey, which spans a period

of fifty years, contains a rich set of individual- and household-level characteristics that

forms the basis for much of my empirical analysis. Beginning in 1968, the PSID included

4,802 households drawn from a nationally representative sample and an oversample of

low-income families. These households, along with descendent households resulting from
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family members splitting to form new family units, were surveyed annually from 1968–

1997 and biannually from 1999–2017. By the most recent wave in 2017, the survey had

grown to 9,607 households.

The PSID includes information on employment, income, education, and demographic

characteristics for members of each surveyed household. As the outcomes of the household

head play a central role in determining a family’s economic well-being, my empirical

analysis focuses on this member.4 The survey also includes household-level information

on expenditure, asset ownership, mobility, and housing. Importantly, the restricted use

PSID Geocode Match File identifies the census block for the residential location of each

household during each wave.5 This precise measure of location allows me to construct a

proxy for rail transit access which is detailed below.

The PSID sample consists of 295,685 household-by-year observations for 31,280 unique

households. With forty waves of the survey conducted between 1968-2017, an average

of 7,392 households are observed in a given year. Figure 2.1 displays the number of

households by year. In general, the sample grows larger over time as descendents from

families split to form new households. Between 1990-1999, several refresher samples were

added to improve representation among recent immigrant groups.6 In 1996, roughly 2,000

households descended from the original sample were dropped due to funding limitations.

The average household appears in 10 waves with attrition rates ranging between 2.5-3

percent in a given wave. About half of the attrition is due to non-response, whereas the

remaining half is split between death of an observation and the inability to track house-

holds after they move. While correlations are detected between demographic variables

4Household head is predominantly synonymous with primary earner.
5Location information is unavailable in the Geocode Match File for 1969, as well as even years 1998–2016
due to the biannual nature of the survey during this period. During these years, I employ the PSID
Between-Wave Moves File to identify each household’s residential location as described in the online
appendix.

6The Latino sample added in 1990 was dropped in 1995 due to funding limitations.
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Figure 2.1: Number of Households By Year

In 1990, roughly 2,000 Latino households were added to improve representation among major
immigrant groups. However, a lack of funding quickly lead to these households being dropped
in 1995. In 1997, about 2,200 households derived from the original 1968 sample and their
descendents were dropped due to high growth among this group. In 1997 and 1999, about 500
immigrant families were added to improve representation among immigrants.
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and the probability of attrition, the predictive power is relatively low. This suggests that

selective attrition is unlikely to introduce significant bias to my estimates (Fitzgerald,

Gottschalk and Moffitt (1998)).

For neighborhood-level characteristics, I merge the PSID with GeoLytics Neighbor-

hood Change Database 1970–2010 (NCDB). Derived from the 1970, 1980, 1990, and

2010 Decennial Census Summary Files along with the 2006–2010 American Community

Survey 5-Year Estimate Summary Files, these data contain demographic and housing

characteristics aggregated to the census-tract level. I merge the PSID to the NCDB

based on the most recent past decennial year (e.g. PSID years 1980–1989 will have char-

acteristics from the 1980 NCDB).7 These tract-level characteristics serve to help explore

the differential impacts on households based on the type of neighborhood they reside in.

Two sources of spatial data are required to assign treatment status. First, I con-

struct a data set that includes the exact geographic coordinates and date of opening for

all commuter rail stations currently open across the U.S.8 The data is compiled using

information scraped from Wikipedia and supplemented with details collected from local

transit authorities. The spatial component of each station is compared with General

Transit Feed Specification files provided by each transit authority to ensure accuracy.

The data is comprehensive, containing all 3,460 stations currently open across the

U.S.9 Figure 2.2 presents a map providing a geographic depiction of the data. Panel

(a) displays stations open in 1968, while Panel (b) includes those open by 2017. The

difference is striking. In 1968, extensive rail systems were restricted to cities in the

Northeast and Chicago, with a very limited number across the rest of the country. By

2017, the U.S. had seen major development including throughout many of the major cities

on the West Coast along with several cities in the Midwest, Mountain States, and Sun

7For PSID years 1968 and 1969, I use characteristics from the NCDB 1970.
8This includes light rail, heavy rail, subway, rapid transit, and commuter rail.
9As of 2017.
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Belt. In addition, already large systems in Chicago and across the Northeast experienced

considerable expansion during this period. Table 2.1 describes the number of stations

opened within each city between 1968 and 2017. During this period, 1,717, or roughly

half of currently open stations, opened for public use. Across the 32 cities that expanded

rail transit during this time, the largest expansions occurred in Washington DC, Los

Angeles, and the Greater Bay Area.

Figure 2.3 summarizes the evolution of rail transit within each metropolitan area by

plotting the number of cumulative open stations within each city by year. The panels are

arranged in decreasing order such that metro areas with the largest systems (as measured

by the number of open stations by 2017) are found in Panel (a) while the smallest systems

appear in Panel (d). The variation in timing and the number of stations is diverse across

the different metropolitan areas. In general, rail systems tend to experience an increase in

the number of stations every 5-15 years. These correspond to new rail lines, or expansions

on older lines, which provide access to neighborhoods not previously served. Many cities

have expanded their systems several times, while some have yet to expand their systems

since they were initially opened.

The second source of spatial data includes the geographic boundaries for each of the

more than 11 million 2010 U.S. Census blocks.10 For each block, I calculate the spatial

centroid and measure its distance to the nearest open rail station for each year. This

distance is merged with the PSID using block identifiers, providing a detailed measure

of rail access for each household by year.

An additional source of spatial data is derived from Holian and Kahn (2015) which de-

fines estimated coordinates for the central business district (CBD) of each U.S. metropoli-

tan statistical area. These coordinates represent the focal point of commercial activity

10A census block is the smallest unit by which the U.S. Census tabulates population data. In urban
areas, it is roughly equivalent to a city block, divided on each side by roads.
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Table 2.1: Rail Systems By Metropolitan Area

Stations First Year Last Year
Albuquerque/Santa Fe 15 2006 2017
Atlanta 38 1979 2000
Austin 9 2010 2010
Baltimore 45 1983 1998
Boston 88 1971 2017
Buffalo 14 1984 1986
Charlotte 20 2007 2015
Chicago 87 1969 2017
Cleveland 11 1968 2015
Dallas 80 1996 2016
Denver 61 1994 2017
Greater Bay Area 190 1972 2017
Greater NYC Area 76 1968 2017
Greater Philadelphia Area 75 1968 2016
Houston 39 2004 2017
Los Angeles 154 1990 2017
Miami 36 1984 2012
Minneapolis 44 2004 2014
Nashville 6 2006 2006
New Haven 15 1990 2013
Norfolk 11 2011 2011
Oceanside/Escondido 15 2008 2008
Orlando 12 2014 2014
Phoenix 40 2008 2016
Pittsburgh 52 1984 2012
Portland 102 1986 2015
Sacramento 52 1987 2015
Salt Lake City 66 1999 2013
San Diego 61 1981 2005
Seattle 34 2000 2016
St. Louis 37 1993 2006
Washington DC 132 1976 2015
Total 1717 1968 2017

Column (1) describes the number of stations opened between 1968
and 2017 for each metropolitan area. Columns (2) and (3) display the
year of the earliest and most recent expansion, respectively, during
this time period. The last row presents the information for the total
of all metropolitan areas.
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Figure 2.2: Number of Households By Year

Each dot represents an open public commuter rail station.
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Figure 2.3: Number of Households By Year

Cumulative number of public commuter rail stations by metropolitan area. Panels arranged in
decreasing order by metropolitan transit system size.
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within each metropolitan area. Using this measure, I am able to explore how the effects

of rail development differ based on a household’s distance to the city center.

Table 2.2 presents summary statistics describing characteristics of each household-by-

year observation in the PSID. The number of observations varies depending on missing

values. In particular, commuting information is available only for 1968–1986 while car

ownership is available for 1968–1986 and 1999–2017, resulting in far fewer observations for

each of these variables. However, for the primary outcomes on employment and income,

the degree to which missing values affect the sample size is minor.

Approximately 16 percent of the sample lives within 2 miles of a station throughout

the duration of the study. On average, household heads earn $38,516 in labor income

each year and work 1572 hours.11 These measures are slightly lower than the overall

U.S. average during this time period, a result of the oversample of low-income families.

My primary measure of employment is an indicator that equals 1 if the worker earned a

strictly positive annual income and zero otherwise. This measure allows for the possibility

that rail access can affect those outside of the labor force. By this measure, 78 percent

of household heads are employed throughout the study period.

Household heads are on average 44 years old with just over 12 years of education.

69 percent are male and 56 percent are married. 34 percent are black, much higher

than the overall U.S. population. Based on information from 1968–1986, roughly 81

percent of household heads commute to work by private automobile while 10 percent use

public transit which is roughly consistent with urban commuting outcomes across the

U.S. Each household is located an average 17.32 miles from a city CBD and tend to live

in neighborhoods that have a higher proportion of black residents and those below the

poverty line relative to the national average for urban areas.

Complementary analysis is conducted using the Longitudinal Employer-Household

11All monetary variables in 2017 inflation adjusted dollars.
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Table 2.2: Descriptive Statistics

Variable Obs. Mean Std.Dev.
< 2 Miles of Station 295,685 0.16 0.37
Employed (Annual Labor Income > 0) 294,383 0.78 0.41
Annual Labor Income 294,383 38,516 57,958
Hourly Wage 281,963 19.48 25.74
Annual Hours Worked 294,382 1572 1,058
Age 298,329 43.73 16.63
Male 298,383 0.69 0.46
Black 296,217 0.34 0.48
Married 298,372 0.56 0.50
Educational Attainment 258,643 12.28 2.97
Rental Price 118,024 633 474
Renter 281,028 0.44 0.50
Moved 293,443 0.23 0.43
Owns Car 200,474 0.80 0.40
Number Cars 189,386 1.41 1.08
Distance to CBD 292,720 17.32 17.44
Proportion Black 254,861 0.26 0.34
Proportion < High School 254,849 0.32 0.20
Proportion Below Poverty 254,861 0.16 0.13
Commute: Public Transit 68,232 0.10 0.30
Commute: Auto 68,232 0.81 0.39
Commute: Walk 68,232 0.05 0.22
Commute: Miles 68,899 11.03 12.55
Commute: Minutes 71,163 43.45 35.40

Includes all household-by-year observations in PSID. Individual-level vari-
ables summarized for household head. Income, wage, and rental price in 2017
dollars. Employed defined by whether individual has annual labor income
greater than zero. Neighborhood level proportions black, below poverty, and
less than high school taken from most recent decennial census associated with
the year of each observation. Trip to work information available between
1969–1986 (commute mode also missing 1982). Car ownership information
available between 1968–1986 and 1999–2017.
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Dynamics Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (LODES) Workplace Area Char-

acteristics (WAC) files. These data contain administrative counts of workers by census

block of employment. This information is used to evaluate how local labor markets re-

spond to the introduction of a station, allowing examination of the neighborhood change

mechanism.

2.3 Methods

My objective is to estimate the impact of rail transit development on individual-level

employment outcomes. Using the opening of all public, commuter rail stations across

the U.S. between 1968 and 2017, I exploit variation in rail access within households over

time. I compare changes in outcomes for households that became closer than 2 miles of

a rail station to those of households that remained more distant. Variation in treatment

status arises due to new rail stations opening in neighborhoods where households were

previously located.

Identification requires that households remaining farther than 2 miles from a sta-

tion serve as a suitable counterfactual for treated households, had they never received

treatment. I examine the validity of this parallel trends assumption by estimating pre-

treatment differences in outcomes between treated and untreated households using an

event study empirical specification characterized by Equation 2.1.

yit =
T∑

s=−T

βt̃ × 1(t̃ = s)× 1(treatedi) + δi + γt + εit (2.1)

yit denotes the outcome of interest for household i at year t. t̃ represents the year relative

to the introduction of a rail station for treated households. t̃ = −1 denotes the final year

in which a household in the treatment group resided farther than 2 miles from a station.
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t̃ = 0 denotes the first year in which the family resides near a station. The excluded year

is t̃ = −1. 1(treatedi) is an indicator for whether household i is part of the treatment

group. 1(t̃ = s) is an indicator for the year relative to treatment, where s ranges between

−T and T . Treated observations outside of these bounds are excluded as the number of

observations becomes increasingly limited for households farther from t̃ = 0. T = 5 is

used throughout my primary analysis.

δi and γt are household and year fixed effects, respectively. The inclusion of household

fixed effects controls for time-invariant household characteristics that may affect yit, so

that identification comes from comparisons within the same family unit as their access to

rail transit changes. Year fixed effects control for annual shocks that effect the outcomes

of all households. εit represents the error term and is clustered at the household-level.

The coefficients of interest, βt̃, describe the difference in outcomes between the treat-

ment group and the control group in relative year t̃, conditional on household and year

fixed effects. In order to evaluate the validity of the parallel trends assumption, I test

for joint significance of the pre-treatment coefficients H0 : β−5 = β−4 = β−3 = β−2 = 0.

Rejection of the null suggest that households in each group are experiencing differen-

tial trends in outcomes prior to the introduction of a rail station. A failure to reject is

consistent with the assumption of parallel trends.

An additional benefit to estimating Equation 2.1 is the ability to examine the dynamic

effects of receiving a rail station. The coefficients β0, β1, ... , β5 describe differences in

outcomes in the years following the opening of a station. Estimating these parameters

provides detail on the time by which outcome yit adjusts following treatment. As the

mechanisms by which rail development impact labor market outcomes may take time to

materialize, these coefficients shed light on the potential for delayed effects.

Equation 2.2 characterizes the general form of my staggered adoption difference-in-
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differences model.

yit = βDit + δi + γt + εit (2.2)

The coefficient of interest, β, describes the relative change in outcomes between the

treatment and control group following the introduction of a rail station. In order for β

to identify the causal effect of rail development, I require the parallel trends assumption

evaluated with Equation 2.1 be satisfied.

I also require that the timing of a station’s opening does not spuriously correlate with

other sharp neighborhood changes that could contaminate the difference-in-differences

estimates. Any neighborhood change that occurs perfectly contemporaneously with the

opening of a station represents a threat to identification. However, the event study pre-

trend estimates measure differences in outcomes up to the year immediately prior to the

station’s opening. Combined with the widespread, and sometimes extreme, changes to

the exact date of opening of rail lines due to unexpected financial, engineering, or political

complications, it is difficult to imagine such sharp changes that are not a consequence of

expanded rail infrastructure.

To better address endogenous sorting of households into treatment, my primary es-

timates of Equation 2.2 use an intent-to-treat (ITT) definition of treatment status. In

order to define whether household i is treated at time t, I focus on the location of res-

idence from time t − 2. Using this location, I determine whether a rail station was

introduced within 2 miles at time t, regardless of whether household i has moved to a

new location. A household’s residential location two years prior to the introduction of

a rail station is unlikely to have been selected based on a joint relationship of receiving

rail access and the observed employment outcome in the current year. As a result, this

measure of treatment status reduces the likelihood that endogenous residential sorting
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could be biasing the results.

This ITT definition of treatment status is a suitable instrument of actual treatment

status. Due to the strong relationship between a household’s location two years prior and

that in the current year, the ITT instrument satisfies the requirement of being relevant. In

order to be valid, it is required that the instrument can only affect changes in outcomes

in the years following rail development through its relationship with actual treatment

status. The second requirement is not testable, but it is difficult to envision how prior

residential location could influence a change in employment in the year in which a rail

station is introduced outside of being correlated with actual treatment.

2.4 Employment Effects

2.4.1 Main Results

Figure 2.4 presents event study estimates using Equation 2.1 to explore the impact of

rail development on employment status. Employment is measured as an indicator equal

to one if the household head earns a positive annual labor income, and zero otherwise. A

household is defined as treated the year it falls closer than 2 miles to a new rail station.

The horizontal axis represents the year relative to treatment for each treated house-

hold. Each point in the figure corresponds to β̂t, the estimated difference in outcomes

between the treated and untreated group, conditional on household and year fixed effects.

I include a 95 percent confidence interval for each estimate, illustrated with an error bar.

All estimated differences are relative to that of the reference year, one year prior to the

station’s opening.

The number above each point estimate provides a count for the number of treated

households that are used to identify the associated coefficient. For example, there are 371
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Figure 2.4: Event Study: Employment Status

Employment status defined by whether annual labor income is strictly positive. Estimated
coefficients and 95% confidence intervals βt̃ in Equation 2.1. Standard errors clustered at the
household level. Outcome represents whether the household head earns positive labor income.
p-values for the joint significance of the pre-treatment coefficients
(H0 : β−5 = β−4 = β−3 = β−2 = 0) are found below each plot. The excluded relative year
category is t̃ = −1. Points are labeled by the number of observations falling into the
treatment group for the associated relative year.
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treated households with an observed employment status 5 years prior to their station’s

introduction. In years close to treatment, the number of treated observations is larger

(484-548). As the relative year becomes farther from zero, the number of treated obser-

vations associated with each coefficient estimate decreases. Due to the biannual nature

of the PSID following the 1997 wave, the number of treated households decreases mono-

tonically in alternating years pre- and post-treatment. I investigate the robustness of the

estimates to improving the balance of the panel in Section 2.5 by making requirements

on the minimum number of pre- and post-treatment observations.

Below the event study figure, I include the p-value associated with a test for joint

significance of the pre-trend estimates: H0 : β−5 = β−4 = β−3 = β−2 = 0. This allows for

formal evaluation of the parallel trends assumption required for causal interpretation of

the results. I also include the number of observations and the number of households.

Prior to treatment, there is little evidence of differential trends between groups. All

estimated confidence intervals include zero and there is no apparent visual trend in the

point estimates. The p-value associated with joint significance is equal to 0.90, providing

support for the parallel trends assumption. Following the introduction of a rail station,

treated household heads see an immediate increase in the probability of employment.

In years zero through two, the estimates range between 1-2.5 percentage points (p.p.).

For years three through five, treated households are roughly 2.5-4 p.p. more likely to be

employed relative to households in the control group.

I estimate Equation 2.2 using the intent-to-treat definition of treatment status de-

scribed in Section 2.3. By using household location from two years prior to the station’s

opening, this approach mitigates concerns of endogenous residential sorting. Column (1)

of Panel A in Table 2.3 presents the difference-in-differences ITT estimate. The result

suggests that rail access resulting from the opening of a new station leads to a statistically

significant 2.73 p.p. increase in the probability of employment. In Column (2), I use the
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ITT status as an instrument for actual treatment status. The first stage estimate can

be found in Panel C, which shows a strong relationship between ITT status and actual

treatment status (F-statistic equal to 2,777). The IV estimate suggests that rail access

leads to a significant 3.68 p.p. increase in the probability of employment.

Figure 2.5 displays the estimated event study coefficients for the impact on the log of

annual labor income. The pre-treatment coefficients suggest no trend in outcomes prior to

the introduction of a station. All estimates are not statistically distinct from zero and the

p-value for joint significance equals 0.74, providing no evidence against the parallel trends

assumption. The post-treatment coefficients match the same upward trend observed in

Figure 2.4. There is a small apparent increase in log labor income immediately following

treatment, and the impact increases slightly until stabilizing in years three through five.

Panel B of Table 2.3 presents the ITT and IV estimates. The ITT estimate suggests

that treatment leads to a statistically significant 28.5 log point (33.1 percent) increase

in labor income. The IV approach increases this to 38.4 log points (47.2 percent). The

estimates appear to be a reflection of the employment effects described above.

If rail infrastructure is to improve the well-being of targeted workers, the observed

increase in employment probability and labor income from past rail development is en-

couraging. The ITT and IV point estimates are meaningful, suggesting that workers

near new stations experience employment gains comparable to those of other place-based

policies Freedman (2013); Ham et al. (2011). It is noteworthy that the effects appear

immediately following treatment, but continues to increase in subsequent years. The

mechanisms, whether increased geographic mobility or neighborhood change, could plau-

sibly take time to fully affect workers. For example, a worker may initially not understand

the full extent of the station’s amenity value as they familiarize themselves with the ex-

panded set of locations accessible through the system. Alternatively, it might take years

for the local labor market to achieve equilibrium following a station’s introduction as
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Table 2.3: Employment and Income Estimates

(1) (2)
ITT IV

Panel A: Employment Status

≤ 2 miles 0.0273∗∗ 0.0368∗∗

(0.0112) (0.0152)

Observations 195,666 195,327
Households 20,683 20,645

Panel B: Log Labor Income

≤ 2 miles 0.285∗∗ 0.384∗∗

(0.116) (0.157)

Observations 195,689 195,350
Households 20,692 20,654

Panel C: First Stage

≤ 2 miles 0.743∗∗∗

(0.0140)

F-Stat 2,777
Observations 195,530
Households 20,654

Panels A and B display estimated staggered adoption
difference-in-differences estimates using intent-to-treat
and 2SLS empirical specifications of Equation 2.2. Em-
ployment status defined by whether annual labor income
is strictly positive. Labor income in 2017 dollars. Panel
C shows the estimated first stage including the F-statistic
associated with significance of the instrument in the first
stage.
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Figure 2.5: Event Study: Log Labor Income

Log of labor income measured in 2017 inflation adjusted dollars. Estimated coefficients and
95% confidence intervals βt̃ in Equation 2.1. Standard errors clustered at the household level.
Outcome represents whether the household head earns positive labor income. p-values for the
joint significance of the pre-treatment coefficients (H0 : β−5 = β−4 = β−3 = β−2 = 0) are
found below each plot. The excluded relative year category is t̃ = −1. Points are labeled by
the number of observations falling into the treatment group for the associated relative year.
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new businesses open and adapt to changes in local demand. In Section 2.6, I explore

additional evidence regarding each of these potential mechanisms.

2.4.2 Effects By Household

With equity playing a central focus of the American Jobs Plan, it is important to

understand the types of households that have benefited from past rail development. The

spatial mismatch literature postulates that minority households and low-skilled workers

are most likely to be affected by limited job access. However, while these populations are

indeed disproportionately heavy public transit users, much of this use comes from bus as

opposed to rail ridership (Clark (2017)).

In Table 2.4, I estimate Equation 2.2 restricting the sample based on race and ed-

ucational attainment. Column (1) shows the estimate using the full sample. Columns

(2) and (3) display those for black and non-black workers, respectively. While the point

estimates on employment status and labor income for black workers are higher relative

to non-blacks, the difference is insignificant. Columns (4) and (5) describe the effects

by whether the worker has a high school diploma. Again, there is no apparent differ-

ence in the employment impact based on education. The estimates by subgroup suggest

a roughly 2-3 p.p. increase in employment probability and 25-35 log point increase in

labor income, across each of these demographic characteristics.
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Table 2.4: Employment and Income Estimates - Household Subgroups

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Full Sample Black Non-Black < H.S. ≥ H.S. No Car Car

Panel A: Employment Status

≤ 2 miles 0.0273∗∗ 0.0302∗ 0.0221 0.0308 0.0308∗∗∗ 0.0964∗ 0.0180
(0.0112) (0.0175) (0.0140) (0.0263) (0.0114) (0.0578) (0.0168)

Observations 195,666 62,381 133,260 55,550 138,777 17,975 116,985
Households 20,683 6,723 13,941 5,580 14,619 2,073 11,327

Panel B: Log Labor Income

≤ 2 miles 0.285∗∗ 0.280 0.257 0.268 0.343∗∗∗ 0.826 0.155
(0.116) (0.176) (0.152) (0.267) (0.120) (0.552) (0.186)

Observations 195,666 62,381 133,260 55,550 138,777 17,975 161,985
Households 20,683 6,723 13,941 5,580 14,619 2,073 11,327

Panels A and B display estimated staggered adoption difference-in-differences estimates using the intent-to-treat
specification of Equation 2.2. Employment status defined by whether annual labor income is strictly positive.
Labor income in 2017 dollars. Columns (2) and (3) restrict to households with black versus non-black head,
respectively. Columns (4) and (5) restrict to household heads with no high school diploma versus those with a
high school diploma, respectively. Column (6) limits to households that do not in general own a car and requires
the treatment group do not own a vehicle in the year they are treated. Column (7) limits to households that
always own a car and requires treated households do own a vehicle in the year they are treated.
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In Columns (6) and (7), I split the sample based on whether the household owns a

private vehicle. As rail infrastructure may likely be particularly useful for those lacking

the alternative option of driving to work, we might expect a particularly strong effect

among those without a car. In Column (6), I restrict the sample to individuals that live in

households with limited car ownership.12 The point estimates on employment status and

labor income are roughly triple those of the full sample. This suggests, perhaps unsur-

prisingly, that household car ownership is an important dimension by which employment

impacts differ. The effects among those owning a car are small and indistinguishable

from zero.13 The results imply that transit investment can be helpful among households

of differing demographics, but can be especially important to those constrained by a lack

of car ownership.

2.4.3 Effects By Neighborhood

I next explore the effects depending on characteristics of the neighborhood receiving

the station. For policymakers that must decide where rail infrastructure should be placed,

these results describe how residents of certain types of neighborhoods have been differen-

tially affected by past development. Table 2.5 documents the impacts on subgroups of the

sample based on neighborhood-level characteristics. In Column (2), I estimate Equation

2.2 for households predominantly residing within 5 miles from the city central business

district.14 The point estimate for these inner-city neighborhoods is higher (although not

statistically different) than the effect in the full sample. This especially true in Panel

A which displays the effects on employment status. Column (3) restricts to households

12Car ownership changes over time, so I allow limited car ownership. Non-Car Owners are 1) households
that own a car in less than 25% of survey waves they are observed and 2) only those that do not own
a car in the year that they are treated.

13Car Owners are 1) households that own a car in every survey wave they are observed and 2) only those
that own a car in the year that they are treated.

14Stations are also located within 5 miles from the CBD.
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located between 5-20 miles from the city CBD. The effect is roughly equal to that of

the full sample. The results provide some evidence of a stronger employment effect in

inner-city locations.
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Table 2.5: Employment and Income Estimates - Neighborhood Subgroups

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Full Sample Inner-City Outer-City Black Non-Black < H.S. ≥ H.S.

Panel A: Employment Status

≤ 2 miles 0.0273∗∗ 0.0406∗ 0.0273∗ 0.0295∗ 0.0156 0.0421∗∗ 0.0116
(0.0112) (0.0227) (0.0146) (0.0158) (0.162) (0.0168) (0.0145)

Observations 195,666 34,096 86,723 88,783 94,814 93,871 89,463
Households 20,683 3,916 9,413 9,754 9,494 9,315 9,882

Panel B: Log Labor Income

≤ 2 miles 0.285∗∗ 0.359 0.329∗∗ 0.271∗ 0.182 0.431∗∗ 0.132
(0.116) (0.230) (0.149) (0.182) (0.174) (0.170) (0.151)

Observations 195,666 34,096 86,723 88,783 94,814 93,871 89,463
Households 20,683 3,916 9,413 9,754 9,494 9,315 9,882

Panels A and B display estimated staggered adoption difference-in-differences estimates using the intent-to-treat
specification of Equation 2.2. Employment status defined by whether annual labor income is strictly positive. Labor
income in 2017 dollars. Column (2) restricts to households predominantly located in neighborhoods within 5 miles from
the city central business district (CBD) and requires treated households are treated in a neighborhood within 5 miles
from the CBD. Column (3) restricts to households predominantly located in neighborhoods analogously restricted to
5-20 miles from the CBD. Column (4) restricts to households predominantly located in neighborhoods with an above-
median proportion of black individuals and requires treated households are treated in neighborhoods with above-median
proportion black. Column (5) restricts to households analogously restricted to below-median black neighborhoods.
Column (6) restricts to households predominantly located in neighborhoods with an above-median proportion of
individuals with less than high school diploma and requires treated households are treated in neighborhoods with
an above-median proportion of individuals with less than high school diploma. Column (7) restricts to households
analogously restricted to below-median proportion less than high school neighborhoods.
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In Columns (4) and (5), I split the sample based on the proportion of black residents.

In Column (4), I require that households generally locate in neighborhoods with an above-

median proportion black.15 Column (5) presents estimates for below-median proportion

black neighborhoods. The point estimate is larger for households predominantly located

in black neighborhoods relative to non-black neighborhoods. Finally, I split the sample

similarly based on the proportion of adults with a high school diploma. In Column (6), the

point estimate suggests a large effect in neighborhoods with a larger share of non-diploma

residents. The estimates in Column (7) suggest minimal impacts in neighborhoods with

a higher share of high school graduates. Table 2.5 provides evidence that residents of

neighborhoods located near the city center and neighborhoods with a larger fraction of

low-skill workers are likely to see greater employment gains.

2.4.4 Effects Among Movers Versus Stayers

Table 2.6 breaks the estimates based on the number of years following treatment that

the household continues to live in the same census block as treatment. In Column (2),

among households that move within 2 years following a station’s opening, the effect is

largest (5.12 p.p. increase in employment probability). For households that remain for

between 3-4 years, the effect diminished slightly (3.95 p.p.). Among households that

continue to live in the same neighborhood 5 or more years subsequent to treatment, the

effect becomes small and insignificant.

15Stations also open in above-median black neighborhoods.
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Table 2.6: Employment and Income Estimates - Movers Vs. Non-Movers

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Full Sample Move ≤ 2 years Move W/in 3-4 years Stay ≥ 5 years

Panel A: Employment Status

≤ 2 miles 0.0273∗∗ 0.0512∗∗∗ 0.0395∗∗ 0.008
(0.0112) (0.0144) (0.0183) (0.0161)

Observations 195,666 192,739 192,076 192,841
Households 20,683 20,208 20,043 20,079

Panel B: Log Labor Income

≤ 2 miles 0.285∗∗ 0.509∗∗∗ 0.356∗∗ 0.092
(0.116) (0.146) (0.191) (0.170)

Observations 195,666 192,739 192,076 192,841
Households 20,683 20,208 20,043 20,079

Panels A and B display estimated staggered adoption difference-in-differences estimates using the intent-
to-treat specification of Equation 2.2. Employment status defined by whether annual labor income is
strictly positive. Labor income in 2017 dollars. Column (2) restricts to treated households that moved
from the rail neighborhood within 2 years of treatment. Column (3) restricts to households that remained
in the rail neighborhood 3-4 years following treatment. Column (4) restricts to households that remained
in the rail neighborhood at least 5 years following treatment.
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This monotonic relationship between length in treatment block following treatment

suggests that part of the observed employment response is due to those that do not

continue to live near transit. However, it is important to note that the choice to continue

living in the same block is endogenous to many other factors that correlate with economic

well-being. For this reason, it is difficult to compare each of these estimates. However,

if the sample in Column (4) in restricted to households without a private vehicle (not

shown), the point estimate becomes nearly identical to that of the full non-car owner

group in Column (6) of Table 2.4. Again, it appears that an important dimension to who

benefits to rail development is the presence of alternative transportation options.

2.5 Robustness

Here I investigate the robustness of my main estimates to provide evidence that the

effects captured in Section 2.4 truly represent the causal effects of rail transit.

2.5.1 Alternative Treatment Thresholds

For both employment and labor income, I explore the geographic extent of the impact

by varying the distance threshold used to define treatment. First, I restrict the treated

group to households that became within 1 mile of a station. Under this specification, I

exclude those in the 1-2 mile distance ring from the control group as the employment

outcomes among households in this distance range appear to be positively affected. Sec-

ond, I use households that became between 2-3 miles of a station as the treatment group,

while excluding those between 0-2 miles.

The estimates based on these alternative definitions of treatment and control are

found in Table 2.7. Column (1) presents the main estimates using the 2 mile threshold.

Column (2) presents the impact on households that fell within 1 mile of a station. Point
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Table 2.7: Alternative Treatment Distance Threshold

(1) (2) (3)
Main 1 Mile 2-3 Mile

Panel A: Employment Status

≤ X miles 0.0273∗∗ 0.0291∗ .0149
(0.0112) (0.0170) (0.0128)

Observations 195,666 196,293 183,603
Households 20,683 20,838 19,021

Panel B: Log Labor Income

≤ X miles 0.285∗∗ 0.245 0.141
(.116) (0.175) (0.127)

Observations 195,666 196,293 183,603
Households 20,683 20,838 19,021

Panels A and B display estimated staggered adoption difference-
in-differences estimates using intent-to-treat specification Equation
2.2. Employment status defined by whether annual labor income is
strictly positive. Labor income in 2017 dollars. Column (1) pro-
vides estimate using a 2 mile distance treatment threshold. Column
(2) provides estimate using a 1 mile distance treatment threshold,
excluding households between 1-2 miles from the control group. Col-
umn (3) provides estimates using a 2-3 mile treatment ring, excluding
households between 0-2 miles from the treatment group.

estimates are roughly equal to those in Column (1). While the estimates lack power, they

are still positive employment and labor income. For the 2-3 mile treatment ring, the point

estimates are much smaller relative to Column (1) and not statistically different from zero.

In fact, the estimate on labor income is slightly negative under this specification. The

results suggest a limited impact of rail transit development farther than 2 miles from a

new station.
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2.5.2 Improved Comparability of Households

The estimates in Section 2.4 rely on a parallel trends assumption where the outcomes

of treated households would have followed an identical trend to those of untreated house-

holds, in the absence of rail transit. While the event study pre-treatment estimates are

consistent with this assumption, I apply two methodological techniques that alter the

sample so that comparisons are made between households that are more similar based

on observable characteristics.

First, I use a trimming procedure to construct a sample of treated and untreated

households that appear more similar based on observable characteristics prior to treat-

ment Crump et al. (2009). An indicator for whether the household ever falls within 2

miles of a new rail station is regressed on a set of demographic, household, and neigh-

borhood characteristics using a logit regression model. Estimates from this model are

used to calculate the propensity score of treatment. The sample is restricted to house-

holds with a propensity score between 0.1 and 0.9 and Equation 2.2 is estimated. The

procedure drops households that appear either very likely or very unlikely to be treated

(85 percent of the sample, primarily from the control group). The remaining households

are much more similar based on pre-treatment observable characteristics, reducing the

potential for omitted variable bias.

I also utilize an inverse probability weighting (IPW) procedure as in Hirano, Imbens

and Ridder (2003). I weight treated households by the inverse of the propensity score, and

untreated households by the inverse of one minus the propensity score. The procedure

results in a sample where treated households that initially look like untreated households

and untreated households that initially look like treated households are weighted more

heavily.

Panel (a) of Figure B.1 presents the estimated impact of rail transit on employment
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status from the main specification along with each robustness procedure. The point

estimate and 95 percent confidence interval are shown for each. The first row displays

the estimate from the main specification, while subsequent rows shows those from each

robustness procedure. The trimmed and IPW point estimates are very similar to that of

the main specification, and both are statistically indistinguishable. Panel (b) of Figure

B.1 displays the same figure for labor income. Again, the point estimates are quite

similar to those in the main specification suggesting a positive effect of rail access on

employment. I conclude that the estimates from each improved comparability procedure

are consistent with those from Section 2.4.

2.5.3 Improved Panel Balance

Due to the staggered treatment of households across years, the varied duration in

which households are observed, and the biannual nature of the survey from 1997–2017,

the estimates in Section 2.4 are identified using an unbalanced panel. While all treated

households are observed in at least one prior year and one subsequent year following

the opening of a rail station, the likelihood that a household is observed decreases in

years farther from treatment. This is highlighted by the number of observations used to

identify each point in Figures 2.4 and 2.5.

I address panel imbalance by estimating Equation 2.2 using a sample of tracts in

which I require a certain number of pre- and post-treatment observations. Due to the

biannual nature of the PSID in latter years, I make restrictions accounting for the fact

that many households by design will not be surveyed every consecutive year pre- and

post-treatment. These estimates are found in Rows 4 and 5 of each panel of Figure B.1.

For Balanced Sample 1, I required that households were observed at least either 3 or 4

years pre-treatment, and 3 or 4 years post-treatment. For Balanced Sample 1, I required
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that households were observed at least either 4 or 5 years pre-treatment, and 4 or 5 years

post-treatment. 16 While the standard errors increase under these restrictions, the point

estimates are relatively similar to those using the main sample. I conclude that the main

results are robust to using a more balanced panel.

2.5.4 Sample Weights

The PSID is constructed using two initial samples derived from the Survey Research

Center and Survey of Economic Opportunity. Due to unequal selection probabilities for

households between the two samples, and to address for selection of later immigrant addi-

tions to the survey, the PSID includes a set of sample weights. These weights address for

both unequal selection probabilities across samples and differential attrition. Estimates

using these weights are presented in Row 6 of each panel of Figure B.1. The application

of these weights has no little impact on the estimates. The point estimate on employment

status is virtually identical to the unweighted specification. For labor income, the point

estimate and standard error is larger. However, the estimate is not statistically different

from that in the main specification.

2.5.5 Wald Time-Corrected Estimates

The event study specification characterized by Equation 2.1 is susceptible to the

problem of treatment effect heterogeneity and negative weighting described in de Chaise-

martin and d’Haultfoeuille (2019). I apply a Wald-Time Corrected (WTC) estimator

of the event study coefficients to examine the robustness of each estimate to this con-

cern. Figure B.2 plots both the event study coefficients using Equation 1.2 on the left

and the WTC event study estimates on the right. While the estimates vary somewhat

16It is extremely unlikely that a household skips a wave of the survey and returns in future years.
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relative to those in the main specification, the results are qualitatively similar. Prior to

treatment, there is no obvious differential trend in outcomes between the treatment and

control group. Following the introduction of a rail station, treated households experience

an increase in the probability of employment which levels off between 3-5 years following

treatment.

Figure B.3 presents the sample plot for labor income. Prior to the stations introduc-

tion, the estimates are consistent with limited pre-trends. Following treatment, there is

a fluctuation in the estimates before they stabilize at an elevated level between 3-5 years

following treatment. Overall, the results are qualitatively similar to those in Section 2.4.

2.6 Discussion of Mechanisms

This section explores two proposed mechanisms underlying the estimated employ-

ment effects in Section 2.4. Under the mobility mechanism, workers benefit from the

improved access to an expanded set of employment opportunities throughout the city.

Alternatively, the neighborhood change mechanism posits that improved local labor mar-

ket conditions near new stations help drive the employment effects.

2.6.1 Commuting Outcomes

Under the mobility mechanism, rail development acts to lower the cost of intracity

travel, improving the ability for workers to access new centers of employment. If this

mechanism is playing a role, we might expect to observe changes in worker commuting

characteristics. The 1968–1986 PSID waves include information on commute mode (by

public transit, private vehicle, and walking) as well as one-way distance traveled and

one-way commute time. While this subset of years only partially covers the full study

period, it is worth exploring these outcomes to evaluate the existence of the mobility
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mechanism.

If workers that had previously walked to work can now use the train, we might expect

an increase in public transit commuting among affected households. Alternatively, former

car-commuters may find rail service preferable to driving and might also increase public

transit usage among treated households. However, if workers that had previously ridden

the bus to work switched to rail, then this would not change their overall public transit

commuting.

Panels A, B, and C of Table 2.8 present estimates of Equation 2.2 on an indicator

for whether an individual primarily uses public transit, a private vehicle, or walks to

get to work, respectively. Column (1) displays the estimate using the 2 mile treatment

radius providing no evidence of changes to commute mode. In Column (2), I restrict the

treatment group to households within 1 mile of a station. Again, there is no detectable

change. The results suggest limited changes to these commuting measures.

It is difficult to speculate the reason for the insignificant commute mode response.

One possibility is that the introduction of a rail station does not meaningfully affect

individual commuting habits in the sample. An alternative is that new rail users had

already commuted by bus. McQuilkin (2020) documents that increases in rail commuting

following a station’s introduction can extend up to 2 miles from a station and that

reductions in bus commuting can extend even farther. In many neighborhoods, the

increase in rail usage is completely offset by reductions in bus usage. In either case, the

lack of evidence also reflects the small sample size after restricting the treatment group

to those observed 1968–1986, prior to when many cities opened their first stations.

If former bus users do indeed switch to rail usage, then we might expect changes in

commute distance or time. Rail service often travels at far higher speeds relative to bus

which may reduce the time taken to commute a similar distance, or allow a worker to

increase their feasible commute distance. Table 2.9 displays the estimated impact on
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Table 2.8: Commute Mode

(1) (2)
ITT: 2 Mile ITT: 1 Mile

Panel A: Commute: Public Transit

≤ X miles -0.0179 0.0163
(0.0235) (0.0277)

Observations 47,534 47,385
Households 7,350 7,359

Panel B: Commute: Auto

≤ X miles .0058 −0.0403
(0.0292) (0.0375)

Observations 47,534 47,385
Households 7,350 7,359

Panel C: Commute: Walk

≤ X miles -0.00062 −0.0118
(0.0113) (0.0163)

Observations 47,534 47,385
Households 7,350 7,359

Each Panel display the estimated staggered adoption difference-in-
differences estimates using intent-to-treat empirical specifications of
Equation 2.2. Panels A and B describe the impacts on an indicator
for whether the head’s primary means of commute is public transit and
private automobile, respectively. Panel C displays the estimated im-
pact on the one way commuting distance in miles. Column (1) uses a 2
mile distance threshold to define treatment. Column (2) provides esti-
mate using a 1 mile distance treatment threshold, excluding households
between 1-2 miles from the control group.
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Table 2.9: Commute Distance and Time

(1) (2)
ITT: 2 Mile ITT: 1 Mile

Panel A: Commute Distance

≤ X miles 1.413∗ 0.734
(0.747) (1.086)

Observations 49,163 49,011
Households 7,256 7,265

Panel B: Commute Time

≤ X miles -1.113 −5.561∗

(2.177) (3.272)

Observations 49,583 49,405
Households 7,536 7,546

Each Panel display the estimated staggered adoption difference-
in-differences estimates using intent-to-treat empirical specifica-
tions of Equation 2.2. Panels A and B describe the impacts on
an indicator for whether the head’s primary means of commute
is public transit and private automobile, respectively. Panel C
displays the estimated impact on the one way commuting dis-
tance in miles. Column (1) uses a 2 mile distance threshold to
define treatment. Column (2) provides estimate using a 1 mile
distance treatment threshold, excluding households between 1-2
miles from the control group.

one-way commute distance (miles) and time (minutes). Again, the small sample size is

limiting. I find weak evidence that one-way commute distances increases in households

within 2 miles from a new station and a marginally significant decrease in commute time

for households located within 1 mile.

Overall, the trip to work information in the PSID makes it difficult to identify whether

increase geographic mobility is underlying the observed employment effects. The limited

sample size restricts my ability to examine changes in commuting characteristics by
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subgroup such as examining the change in commute distance only among public transit

users. Presenting convincing evidence regarding this mechanism remains a gap that

requires more extensive commuting information that may be available in other sources

of data.

2.6.2 Local Labor Market Effects

Prior literature has documented a variety of changes in neighborhoods receiving a

rail station. If these changes favorably affect the labor market from the workers’ per-

spective, then residents of treated neighborhoods may experience improved employment.

For example, increased foot-traffic resulting from rail ridership or other transit-oriented

development may lead to the opening or expansion of establishments to capitalize on

increased consumer demand. If this is the case, then food and restaurant or service

industry jobs are those that may be particularly affected.

I investigate this possibility using the Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynam-

ics Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (LODES) Workplace Area Characteristics

(WAC) files which include administrative employment counts for the annual number of

workers employed within each census block between 2002–2017. Similarly to the dis-

cussion of commuting outcomes, these data only partially spans my full study period.

However, the number of census blocks affected is large enough to better conduct statis-

tical inference.

Figure 2.6 displays event study estimates to explore changes in log employment counts

following a station’s opening. A distance threshold of 1 mile is used to define treatment,

and block fixed effects (as opposed to household fixed effects) are included. To address

the neighborhood change mechanism, I include only jobs classified by the NAICS as

accommodation and food service. In Panel (a), I restrict the sample to blocks that
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are located within 5 miles of the city CBD. While the p-value for joint significance is

suggestive of significant pre-trends, much of this comes from 5 years prior to the station’s

opening. Beginning two years after a station has opened, there is a significant increase

in the number of jobs that continues to grow until stabilizing four years after treatment.

The difference-in-differences estimate suggests the opening of a station leads to a 1.5

percent increase in the number of jobs.

In Panel (b), I include blocks located 5–20 miles from the CBD. In this outer city

sample, there appears to be a roughly equivalent decrease in the number of jobs. This

distinct difference in effect between inner and outer city rail stations highlights the im-

portance of location within city in evaluating the impacts of rail transit. In inner city

locations, I find evidence of increased employment activity suggesting that the observed

employment effects in Section 2.4 may be at least partially a result of neighborhood

change. In particular, the difference between the estimates in Columns (2) and (3) of

Panel A could be explained by the differential impacts identified in the LODES data.

2.7 Conclusion

As the U.S. prepares to dramatically increase funding for public transit infrastructure

projects under the American Jobs Plan, evidence regarding the potential consequences

of alternative spending options will be of great value to helping to guide effective use of

the funds. The ability for transit to improve access to employment, particularly among

low-income and minority communities, is certain to play a role in weighing the costs and

benefits of development. However, empirical evidence regarding this proposed benefit is

surprisingly sparse considering the substantial cost and relative permanence of transit

infrastructure.

The results of this paper shed light on the proposed labor market benefits of public
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Figure 2.6: LODES: Log Employment Counts - Accommodation and Food Services

Log employment counts from LODES, accommodation and food services jobs only. Estimated
coefficients and 95% confidence intervals βt̃ in Equation 2.1. Standard errors clustered at the
census block level.
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commuter rail infrastructure investment. Using novel person-level data and exploiting

variation in rail access arising from the large number of stations opened between 1968

and 2017, I am able to identify the worker-level employment consequences of past U.S.

rail development. I find that those located in neighborhoods receiving a new rail station

experience meaningful gains to employment relative to households that remained more

distant. The impacts are comparable to other traditional place-based policies targeting

disadvantaged communities.

The impacts depend heavily on household and neighborhood characteristics. Of par-

ticular importance, whether or not a household owns a car is a strong determinant of the

strength of the effect. Perhaps unsurprisingly, those that do not own a vehicle see the

largest benefits relative to car owners. The effects do not appear to vary much based on

worker demographics such as race or education. However, workers residing in neighbor-

hoods with a higher fraction of racial minorities and lower levels of education experience

larger gains to employment relative to non-minority and more educated neighborhoods.

Households located near the city center are more likely to benefit from rail develop-

ment relative to those located in the outer suburbs. Administrative data on employment

counts suggests that the differential effect may be a result of an increase in employment

opportunities among inner city neighborhoods receiving a station. This fact is consistent

with notion of transit-oriented or transit-proximate development in which public transit

can work to stimulate local economic activity. Evidence regarding whether rail access

improves geographic mobility which can also improve opportunity is less clear. While

researchers should continue to seek out additional data sources the may better describe

the mechanisms driving the employment gains, it is important that future transit infras-

tructure development decisions incorporate the empirical facts identified in this paper.
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Chapter 3

Real Estate Responses To Rail

Development

3.1 Introduction

Public, urban rail development serves to enhance targeted communities’ ability to

navigate a given metropolitan area. Accordingly, the amenity value of improved transit

access resulting from new development should be capitalized into local residential and

commercial property values. However, past U.S. rail development has been accompanied

by a wide range of intended and unintended consequences that may also influence local

property values.1 In addition, these consequences have been shown to vary extensively

based on city and neighborhood characteristics, along with engineering and planning

factors associated with the rail system.

In this paper, we use comprehensive data on U.S. rail development between 1996–2017

to investigate the impact of transit infrastructure on home values. Using the opening

1E.g., changes in local crime (Ihlanfeldt (2003)), demography Glaeser, Kahn and Rappaport (2008);
Heilmann (2018); Kahn (2007); McQuilkin (2020), business activity and employment opportunities
(Schuetz (2015); Tyndall (2019); Yen (2020)), and land use (Atkinson-Palombo (2010)).
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of every rail station across all 32 metropolitan areas expanding rail systems during this

period, we provide estimates the national level effects of receiving a rail station on local

home values. We also heterogeneity of the effects both within and across cities. Estimates

suggest a significant 3-7.5 percent increase in the value of single family homes located near

new stations. The effects appear well before a station opens suggesting that expected

future transit access can drive home prices upward.

We employ a staggered-adoption difference-in-differences approach comparing housing

values in zip codes that fell into close proximity of a new rail station against those that

remained farther. The annual data for the twenty-two year study period allows for

detailed examination of dynamic effects using an event study empirical model.

An extensive literature exists documenting improved local transit infrastructure on

properties values. However, the methods, data, and set of years and cities used to conduct

empirical analysis have varied considerably making comparisons across studies difficult.

Many papers have focused on rail development within a single city, often for a single

rail line, to estimate the effects (Atkinson-Palombo (2010); Billings (2011); Gibbons and

Machin (2005); Heilmann (2018); McMillen and McDonald (2004); Voith (1993)). Other

studies have incorporated rail development in a set cities; Baum-Snow and Kahn (2000)

looks at rail openings in five major cities that expanded transit in the 1980s while Kahn

(2007) looks at fourteen cities that saw rail development between 1970–2000.

Most of these studies use either associative cross-sectional hedonic pricing models,

or temporal first differences and difference-in-differences based approaches comparing

values at some point in time before versus after a rail line has opened. Yet, Billings

(2011) argues that proper identification of the effects requires knowing not only the

price gradient in distance to transit infrastructure, but also information on property

value trends of control and treatment homes. Additionally, McMillen and McDonald

(2004) highlights the importance of anticipatory effects as home values may adjust upon
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expected future transit access. Even with the more sophisticated difference-in-difference

approach, comparisons of home values at two (or even several) points in time may not

be appropriate.

While prior studies have generally estimated a positive effect of rail development on

home values, the impacts appear to vary considerably both across and within cities. But

it is difficult to determine whether the discrepancy is driven by differences in method-

ology and data versus actual differences in the effects. Only within Baum-Snow and

Kahn (2000) and Kahn (2007) are consistent empirical methods used to examine cross-

city heterogeneity. Along with Atkinson-Palombo (2010), these three studies document

within-city heterogeneity. This paper seeks to build on the literature by constructing

consistent estimates with improved data and empirical methods.

We provide two primary contributions to the literature concerning home values and

transit development. First, the data is extensive relative to prior studies including analy-

sis on a substantial number of stations opened across nearly all U.S. cities that currently

contain a rail system. As prior studies often focus on a single city and even a single rail

line expansion, our estimates my be less influence by city level idiosyncrasies providing a

better measure of the overall national level effects. In addition, we can examine how thew

effects vary both within and across metropolitan areas with better statistical precision

and consistent methodology.

Second, most previous studies rely on few observations across time, limiting the abil-

ity to examine the dynamic effects of rail development. As the impacts may emerge

immediately following the announcement of a new rail line, continuing to change during

construction and after opening, these dynamic effects are of great interest. The relative

high frequency of the home value data spanning a period of over twenty years provides

an excellent opportunity to explore these dynamic effects.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, I describe the rail
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infrastructure and housing index data. In Section 3.3, I detail the empirical methods.

Section 3.4 presents the zip code level estimated effects. Section 3.5 concludes.

3.2 Data

Housing data comes from the Zillow Home Value Index (ZHVI) which provides esti-

mates for the value of a typical home in the 35th to 65th percentile by zip code.2 The

data is monthly, spanning the period of January 31, 1996 through February 28, 2021.

We keep each July 31 observation and drop years 2018–2021 leaving an annual panel for

each zip code between 1996–2017.3 Estimates are inflation-adjusted to 2017 dollars.

Detailed information on the exact location and date of opening for all urban rail sta-

tions opened throughout the United States between 1996–2017 is scraped from Wikipedia.

All subway, light rail, and commuter rail systems are included. Table 3.1 presents the

number of stations opened, along with the first year and last year of an opening, for

each 2010 Census designated Urban Area throughout the study period. In total, 912

stations opened across 31 cities during the twenty-one year period. Of the 31 cities, 19

of them opened 20 or more new stations. Portland and Los Angeles stand out with the

most significant expansions (72 and 67 new stations, respectively). Roughly half of the

cities opened a station in the first three years (1997–1999) while more than half opened

a station in the final three years (2015–2017). This results in variation within many of

the sample cities for a large portion of the sample duration.

Figure 3.1 displays the cumulative number of stations for each city across time. Panel

(a) shows the urban areas with the largest number of stations by 2017 while Panel (d)

displays those for the smallest. There is considerable variation in the number of stations

2ZHVI is available at the neighborhood level. We currently use zip code values due to the availability
of zip code spacial data. Future estimates will employ Zillow ZTrax data which provides home values
at the property level.

3Future estimates will employ monthly estimates and extend the study period to include years 2018–2021.
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Table 3.1: Rail Systems By Urban Area

Stations First Year Last Year
Albuquerque 15 2006 2017
Atlanta 2 2000 2000
Austin 9 2010 2010
Baltimore 8 1997 1998
Boston 45 1997 2017
Charlotte 20 2007 2015
Chicago 23 1997 2017
Cleveland 3 1997 2015
DC 20 1997 2015
Dallas 63 1997 2016
Denver 49 2000 2017
Houston 39 2004 2017
Los Angeles 67 1997 2017
Miami 5 1998 2012
Minneapolis 44 2004 2014
Nashville 6 2006 2006
New Haven 4 2002 2013
New York 57 2000 2017
Norfolk 11 2011 2011
Orlando 12 2014 2014
Philadelphia 27 1997 2015
Phoenix 40 2008 2016
Pittsburgh 12 2001 2012
Portland 72 1997 2015
Sacramento 26 1998 2015
Salt Lake City 66 1999 2013
San Diego 27 1997 2008
San Francisco 51 1997 2017
San Jose 36 1997 2012
Seattle 34 2000 2016
St. Louis 19 1998 2006
Total 912 1997 2017

Column (1) describes the number of stations opened
between 1996 and 2017 for each metropolitan area.
Columns (2) and (3) display the year of the earliest and
most recent expansion, respectively, during this time pe-
riod for each metropolitan area. The last row presents
the information for the total of all metropolitan areas.
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Figure 3.1: Number of Treated Tracts by Urban Area

Cumulative number of open rail stations by 2010 Census designated Urban Area.

across most of the cities in the sample. The increases represent the opening of new rail

lines which bring rail access to initially distant neighborhoods.

Zip code geographic information is collected from 2010 zip code boundaries. For each

zip code, I calculate the spatial centroid and measure the distance to the nearest rail

station for each year to construct a measure of past, present, and future rail access in

order to define treatment. I keep all zip codes that eventually fall within 4 miles of a

station. Treatment is defined by whether a zip code lies within 1 mile of a station.

Figure 3.2 displays the values of houses across the study period split by eventual
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Figure 3.2: Housing Values By Year

Housing value estimates by year, by treatment status. Sample includes all zip codes that were
within 4 miles of a station in 2017.

treatment status. Homes located in zip codes with centroids closer than 1 mile to a rail

station are, on average, valued much higher relative to those that never receive treatment.

They are also far more volatile experiencing a larger effect of the build-up and burst of

the 2007 housing bubble. In Figure 3.3, I plot the 2017 values based on the distance to

the nearest rail station. There is a near-monotonic negative relationship between home

values and distance to the nearest station. Interestingly, a large approximate $100,000

jump exists between those located within two versus one mile to a station. This motivates

using a 1 mile threshold to define treatment status.

Table 3.2 presents the average home values across the study period for each city

in the sample. In Column (1), we include values for all zip codes that eventually fell

within 4 miles of a station. Columns (2) and (3) break the sample based on eventual

treatment status. At the bottom of the table, averages for the full sample are included.
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Figure 3.3: Housing Values By Distance To Station (2017)

Housing value estimates by distance to nearest station.

On average, home prices are higher in eventually treated zip codes. However, for 13

cities, home values are higher in outside of the 1 mile treatment threshold. In Section

3.4, we examine treatment effect heterogeneity across cities.

3.3 Methods

I estimate the impacts of rail development on local housing values using a staggered-

adoption differences-in-differences empirical specification. Home values in zip codes that

became closer than 1 mile to a station are compared to those that remain farther than

1 mile, before and after the station opens. To improve comparability between treated

and untreated zip codes, I restrict the sample to zip codes that were eventually located

within 4 miles of a station by 2017.

Identification of the causal effect relies on a parallel trends assumption where home
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Table 3.2: Home Values By City - Eventual Treatment Status

Total 1-4 miles ≤ 1 mile
Albuquerque 218,649 228,004 176,320
Atlanta 343,126 346,051 337,656
Austin 360,125 357,621 370,091
Baltimore 264,015 275,567 235,082
Boston 510,158 418,100 651,881
Buffalo 123,999 93,347 189,390
Charlotte 316,296 303,830 362,004
Chicago 330,606 296,574 365,680
Cleveland 140,329 146,430 131,396
DC 484,892 463,208 532,130
Dallas 223,924 223,600 225,284
Denver 339,213 338,641 340,810
Houston 294,130 298,259 284,112
Los Angeles 527,004 536,065 498,236
Miami 404,125 421,907 333,163
Minneapolis 235,900 233,149 245,785
Nashville 246,460 256,886 215,877
New Haven 444,953 381,103 562,701
New York 598,059 533,642 663,167
Norfolk 215,049 180,826 290,027
Orlando 227,825 209,669 278,827
Philadelphia 268,704 273,845 263,225
Phoenix 209,137 195,014 243,032
Pittsburgh 168,343 167,135 171,118
Portland 367,119 365,212 369,374
Sacramento 309,451 315,538 293,977
Salt Lake City 276,829 285,010 253,029
San Diego 563,502 627,940 427,044
San Francisco 804,251 776,058 848,764
San Jose 909,312 985,143 773,781
Seattle 395,830 401,167 366,476
St. Louis 210,141 192,678 244,746
Total 455,773 426,633 504,694
Observations 64,490 40,416 24,074

Column (1) describes the mean home value index for
the full sample by city. Column (2) restricts to zip
codes that remained untreated by 2017. Column (3)
restricts to zip codes that were treated by 2017.
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values in zip codes that remained farther than 1 mile of a station can serve as a suitable

counterfactual for those that became closer than 1 mile, had the station never been built.

I evaluate this assumption using an event study empirical framework, comparing treated

and untreated zip codes prior to the opening of the station. Equation 3.1 characterizes

the empirical model.

yict̃ =
∑
s∈T

βs1(t̃ = s) · Treatmenti + δi + γct + εict

T = {−15,−14, ..., 13, 14}
(3.1)

where yict equals the (log) home value for zip code i in county c at relative year t̃. t̃ = −1

represents the last year prior to treatment, while t̃ = 0 is the first decennial year in

which zip code i is treated. The excluded relative year category is t̃ = −1. 1(t̃ = s) is

an indicator variable that equals 1 if t̃ equals s, and zero otherwise. Treatmenti is an

indicator for whether zip i ever falls within 1 mile of a rail station. δi are zip code fixed

effects γct are county-year fixed effects. Errors are clustered at the zip code-level.

Prior literature indicates that anticipatory effects are likely to impact home values

prior to the actual opening of a station (McMillen and McDonald (2004)). As neigh-

borhoods experience changes to their expectations regarding future local transit devel-

opment, home values will potentially respond well before the station opens. The event

study estimates can be helpful in determining the extent to such anticipation. In addi-

tion, the post-treatment coefficients help describe any dynamic effects of receiving rail

access.

To summarize the pre- and post-treatment differences in home values between treated

and untreated zip codes, I estimate a difference-in-differences model characterized by
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Equation 1.1.

yict = βDict + δi + γct + εict (3.2)

where Dict represents the treatment indicator for zip codes that fall withing 1 mile of

station.

We select fifteen years prior to treatment and 14 years following treatment as our

window of observation. As changes in expected future transit access could extend many

years prior to a station opening, this large study period helps describe these potential

anticipatory effects. However, in relative years far from zero, there are fewer treated zip

codes contributing to identification. To examine the robustness of the estimates, we make

restrictions on the number of pre- and post-treatment years and estimates Equations 3.1

and 3.2.

3.4 Zip Code Level Estimates

Figure 3.4 presents the estimates of Equation 3.1 using the full sample of zip codes

with centroids eventually falling within 4 miles of a rail station. We include point estimate

for βs for s = −15,−14, ..., 14 along with 95 percent confidence interval error bands. The

excluded relative year category is one year prior to a station’s opening.
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Figure 3.4: Event Study Results - Log Value

Event study estimates of impact of rail station on housing values.
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Fifteen to ten years prior to opening, there is no noticeable trend in the estimates

and all coefficients are statistically indistinguishable. In relative years 10–1, there is

a monotonic increasing trend in the estimates. In total, home values appreciate by

approximately 5 percent during this 9 year period. The estimates suggest that home

values in treated zip codes are increasing relative to those in the control group well

before a station opens. This is consistent with the notion that expected future rail

infrastructure can influence home values up to roughly 10 years prior to opening. After

the station opens, there is a small dip in home values for the first two years, until an

upward trend reappears from relative years 2–10. For relative years 10 onward, the

estimates stabilize at the new elevated level approximately 3-4 percent higher than at

the time of treatment.

In Table 3.3, we present estimates of Equation 3.2. Column (1) includes the full sam-

ple. The estimate suggests that homes located in zip codes receiving a station within one

mile experience a significant 3.31 percent increase in value following a stations opening.

This estimate is of similar magnitude to previous studies. In Columns (2) and (3), we

split the sample based on the 1996 home index value relative to the city-specific median.

Column (2) shows that among initially higher home value zip codes, the effect is slightly

smaller (though not significantly different). Column (3) shows that homes in initially

lower value zip codes experience a significant 4.72 percent increase following treatment.

As the pre-treatment coefficients in Figure 3.4 display a clear upward trend from

ten years preceding the stations opening, it is likely that defining treatment in the year

in which a station opens does not accurately capture the effect of rail development on

home values. This raises concern that previous studies that rely on relatively infrequent

data for only couple or few year years may not capture the true effect. However, as

the time between announcement and a new rail line opening is roughly 10 years, the

estimates in Figure 3.4 and Table 3.3 may still indicate a positive causal effect on home
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Table 3.3: Diff-in-Diff - Log Home Values

(1) (2) (3)
≥ Med. Value < Med. Value

VARIABLES Log Value Log Value Log Value

≤ 1 Mile 0.0331*** 0.0217* 0.0472***
(0.00968) (0.0126) (0.0146)

Observations 44,960 21,617 21,604
R-squared 0.895 0.924 0.911

Estimates of Equation 3.2. Column (1) presents the estimate
using the full sample of zip codes that were located within 4 miles
from a rail station by 2017. Column (2) restricts to only zip codes
that had a home value index greater than the city specific median
in 1996. Column (3) restricts to zip codes that had an index less
than the city specific median in 1996.

values. Further, if home values begin to adjust 10 years prior to a stations opening, then

difference-in-differences estimates based on Equation 3.2 would understate the full effect.

In order to better address anticipatory effects, future research will require information

on the announcement of rail development.

In Figure 3.5, I display the difference-in-difference estimates restricting the sample

to each metropolitan area. The estimates are organized in decreasing order by city level

treatment effect. We include each point estimate along with the 95 percent confidence

interval. The point estimates are predominantly positive with 6 of 28 cities experiencing

significant increases. Charlotte, Phoenix, St. Louis, and Los Angeles see the largest

increase of between 7-21 percent. Treated zip codes in Pittsburgh and Nashville see

significant declines, although these estimates are identified with a small number of station

openings. The figure highlights the intercity heterogeneity of home value responses to

rail development and suggests that estimated effects in prior literature may be highly

specific limiting the external validity.
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Figure 3.5: Treatment Effect By Metro

Difference-in-Differences estimates by metropolitan area. Point estimates and 95% confidence intervales. Standard errors
clustered at the zip code level.
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3.5 Conclusion

Estimating how property values respond to transit development represents a critical

component to understanding the overall impacts of transit on targeted communities. If

changes in home values, which feed into rental prices, alter the ability of incumbent or

migrating residents to afford living in certain areas, then the efficacy relating to the

proposed objectives of transit investment may be reduced. Prior literature has pieced

together data and empirical methodology to produce estimates of the impacts of certain

transit expansions. However, weaknesses relating to the potential for dynamic effects

along with considerable heterogeneity between and within cities make these estimates

less useful when weighing future transit development.

This paper uses comprehensive data that includes annual home value information

across nearly all U.S. rail transit cities throughout a 21 year period to estimate the

impacts of rail transit development. We find meaningful, positive estimated effects that

are roughly consistent with those in previous studies, but highlight concerns that these

estimates may not be accurately capturing the true effect. We also demonstrate an great

amount of variation in the effect by city suggesting that prior estimates may be difficult to

apply to cost benefit calculation relating to newly proposed transit development. Future

research should focus on using improved methodology along with more complete data

to provide better estimates of how new development will impact home values in affected

areas.
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(i) Public

β̂

Main

−0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

·10−2

0.0066
Trimmed Sample 0.0062

Inv. Prob. Weighted 0.0114
Future Treatment Control 0.0076
Lead Treatment Control 0.0093

Wald-Time Corrected 0.0091
1971-1990 Treated 0.0125
1991-2010 Treated 0.0015

(ii) Auto

β̂

Main

−2 −1.5 −1 −0.5 0 0.5 1

·10−2

−0.0027
Trimmed Sample −0.0029

Inv. Prob. Weighted −0.0097
Future Treatment Control −0.0024
Lead Treatment Control −0.0059

Wald-Time Corrected −0.0097
1971-1990 Treated −0.0090
1991-2010 Treated 0.0025

(iii) Rail

β̂

Main

1 2 3 4 5

·10−2

0.0175
Trimmed Sample 0.0193

Inv. Prob. Weighted 0.0161
Future Treatment Control 0.0150
Lead Treatment Control 0.0227

Wald-Time Corrected 0.0173
1971-1990 Treated 0.0352
1991-2010 Treated 0.0114

Figure A.1: Robustness Specifications - Full Sample (continued on next page)
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(iv) Bus

β̂

Main

−4 −3 −2 −1 0

·10−2

−0.0104
Trimmed Sample −0.0128

Inv. Prob. Weighted −0.0052
Future Treatment Control −0.0075
Lead Treatment Control −0.0143

Wald-Time Corrected −0.0325
1971-1990 Treated −0.0201
1991-2010 Treated −0.0094

(v) Cmt. Time

β̂

Main

−1 0 1 2 3 4

·10−2

0.0110
Trimmed Sample 0.0090

Inv. Prob. Weighted 0.0130
Future Treatment Control 0.0077
Lead Treatment Control 0.0076

Wald-Time Corrected 0.0010
1971-1990 Treated 0.0220
1991-2010 Treated 0.0090

Figure A.1: Robustness Specifications - Full Sample

Estimated coefficient and 95% confidence interval for Equation 1.1 and each robustness
specification described in Section 1.5.
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(i) Public

β̂

Main

0 1 2 3 4 5

·10−2

0.0197
Trimmed Sample 0.0198

Inv. Prob. Weighted 0.0160
Future Treatment Control 0.0198
Lead Treatment Control 0.0223

Wald-Time Corrected 0.0185
1971-1990 Treated 0.0305
1991-2010 Treated 0.0099

(ii) Auto

β̂

Main

−4 −3 −2 −1 0

·10−2

−0.0172
Trimmed Sample −0.0193

Inv. Prob. Weighted −0.0121
Future Treatment Control −0.0173
Lead Treatment Control −0.0190

Wald-Time Corrected −0.0167
1971-1990 Treated −0.0266
1991-2010 Treated −0.0074

(iii) Rail

β̂

Main

2 4 6

·10−2

0.0277
Trimmed Sample 0.0277

Inv. Prob. Weighted 0.0217
Future Treatment Control 0.0274
Lead Treatment Control 0.0318

Wald-Time Corrected 0.0263
1971-1990 Treated 0.0482
1991-2010 Treated 0.0155

Figure A.2: Robustness Specifications - ≤ Median Poverty (continued on next page)
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(iv) Bus

β̂

Main

−2 −1 0 1

·10−2

−0.0068
Trimmed Sample −0.0066

Inv. Prob. Weighted −0.0046
Future Treatment Control −0.0067
Lead Treatment Control −0.0089

Wald-Time Corrected −0.0168
1971-1990 Treated −0.0127
1991-2010 Treated −0.0046

(v) Cmt. Time

β̂

Main

−2 0 2 4

·10−2

0.0190
Trimmed Sample 0.0170

Inv. Prob. Weighted 0.0220
Future Treatment Control 0.0133
Lead Treatment Control 0.0139

Wald-Time Corrected 0.0080
1971-1990 Treated 0.0240
1991-2010 Treated 0.0200

Figure A.2: Robustness Specifications - ≤ Median Poverty

Estimated coefficient and 95% confidence interval for Equation 1.1 and each robustness
specification described in Section 1.5.
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(i) Public

β̂

Main

−0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2

·10−2

0.0009
Trimmed Sample 0.0009

Inv. Prob. Weighted 0.0073
Future Treatment Control 0.0015
Lead Treatment Control 0.0040

Wald-Time Corrected 0.0051
1971-1990 Treated 0.0081
1991-2010 Treated −0.0010

(ii) Auto

β̂

Main

−2 −1.5 −1 −0.5 0 0.5 1

·10−2

0.0040
Trimmed Sample 0.0036

Inv. Prob. Weighted −0.0067
Future Treatment Control 0.0045
Lead Treatment Control 0.0002

Wald-Time Corrected −0.0069
1971-1990 Treated −0.0039
1991-2010 Treated 0.0057

(iii) Rail

β̂

Main

0 1 2 3 4

·10−2

0.0111
Trimmed Sample 0.0137

Inv. Prob. Weighted 0.0103
Future Treatment Control 0.0085
Lead Treatment Control 0.0166

Wald-Time Corrected 0.0122
1971-1990 Treated 0.0274
1991-2010 Treated 0.0090

Figure A.3: Robustness Specifications - > Median Poverty (continued on next page)
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(iv) Bus

β̂

Main

−5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0

·10−2

−0.0102
Trimmed Sample −0.0132

Inv. Prob. Weighted −0.0049
Future Treatment Control −0.0075
Lead Treatment Control −0.0143

Wald-Time Corrected −0.0369
1971-1990 Treated −0.0175
1991-2010 Treated −0.0099

(v) Cmt. Time

β̂

Main

−2 −1 0 1 2 3 4

·10−2

0.0050
Trimmed Sample 0.0070

Inv. Prob. Weighted 0.0050
Future Treatment Control 0.0009
Lead Treatment Control 0.0044

Wald-Time Corrected −0.0020
1971-1990 Treated 0.0200
1991-2010 Treated 0.0040

Figure A.3: Robustness Specifications - > Median Poverty

Estimated coefficient and 95% confidence interval for Equation 1.1 and each robustness
specification described in Section 1.5.
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Table A.1: Urban Area Aggregate - Proportions

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Prop. Public Prop. Auto Prop. Rail Prop. Bus Commute Time

Panel A: # Stations

# Stations -0.000274** -5.66e-07 0.000134 -0.000409** -0.00144***
(0.000128) (0.000143) (0.000151) (0.000167) (0.000479)

Panel B: Log # Stations

1(0 Stations) -0.0186*** 0.00901 0.00251 -0.0224*** -0.0425
(0.00482) (0.00634) (0.00492) (0.00572) (0.0410)

Log # Stations -0.00673*** 0.00103 0.00146 -0.00799** -0.0361**
(0.00234) (0.00301) (0.00200) (0.00306) (0.0153)

Panel C: Stations Per Capita (Per 100,000 Residents)

Stations Per Capita 0.000194 -0.000281 6.35e-06 3.20e-05 0.000310
(0.000152) (0.000190) (9.55e-05) (3.45e-05) (0.000551)

Observations 381 381 304 304 312
Mean Outcome 0.05 0.89 0.01 0.03 3.12

U.S. Census defined 2010 Urban Area aggregate estimates of Equation 1.4. Outcomes are the
proportion of commuters by mode. Clustered standard errors (at Urban Area level) in parentheses.
Sample includes Urban Areas that contained at least 1 rail station by 2010.
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Table A.2: Variable Definitions

Variable Definition

Population Population
Pop. Density Persons per square mile
Dist. From CBD Distance in miles from metropolitan central business district
Prop. Public Transit Proportion of public transit commuters
Prop. Rail Proportion of commuter rail commuters
Prop. Bus Proportion of bus commuters
Prop. Private Auto Proportion of private automobile commuters
Prop. Other Commute Proportion of other means commuters (primarily walking, cycling,

and taxi)
Med. Commute Time Median commute time
Prop. Male Proportion of male individuals
Prop. Black Proportion of black individuals
Prop. Native Proportion of native individuals
Prop. Same House Proportion living in same house five years prior
Prop. Less HS Proportion of adults with less than a high school diploma
Prop. HS Proportion of adults with a high school diploma as highest attain-

ment
Prop. Some College Proportion of adults with some college/2 year degree as highest

attainment
Prop. Bach./Grad. Proportion of adults with bachelor degree as highest attainment
Unemp. Rate Proportion of individuals in labor market currently unemployed
Prop. Poverty Proportion of individuals with family income below federal poverty

line
Family Income In 2010 dollars
Prop. 0-17 Proportion 0-17 years old
Prop. 18-24 Proportion 18-24 years old
Prop. 25-29 Proportion 25-29 years old
Prop. 30-34 Proportion 30-34 years old
Prop. 35-44 Proportion 35-44 years old
Prop. 45-64 Proportion 45-65 years old
Prop. 65+ Proportion 65 years or older
Num. Households Number of households
Prop. Non-Family HHs Proportion of households not a family
Housing Units Number of housing units
Median Rent In 2010 dollars
Prop. Occupied Proportion of occupied housing unites
Prop. Renter Occupied Proportion of occupied housing units that are rented

Commuters defined employed individuals that do not work from home. Commute type defined
as the primary means by which employed individuals get from home to work. Adults defined as
those 25 years and older for education categories.
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Figure B.1: Robustness Specifications

Estimated coefficient and 95% confidence interval for Equation 1.1 and each robustness
specification described in Section 1.5.
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Figure B.2: Wald Time Corrected: Employment Status

Comparison of event study estimates from Section 2.4 with those using Wald Time-Corrected Estimates. The left plot displays
the event study estimates from Section 2.4 while the right plot displays those using the Wald Time-Corrected estimator
(de Chaisemartin and d’Haultfoeuille (2019)).
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Figure B.3: Wald Time Corrected: Log Annual Labor Income

Comparison of event study estimates from Section 2.4 with those using Wald Time-Corrected Estimates. The left plot displays
the event study estimates from Section 2.4 while the right plot displays those using the Wald Time-Corrected estimator
(de Chaisemartin and d’Haultfoeuille (2019)).
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Table B.1: Variable Definitions

Variable Definition
Employed Household head: indicator for having annual labor income

greater than 0
Annual Labor Income Household head: in 2017 dollars
Hourly Wage Household head: in 2017 dollars
Annual Hours Worked Household head
Age Household head: age at time of interview
Male Household head: indicator for being male
Black Household head: indicator for being black
Married Household head: indicator for being married
Rental Price Current household hold rental price if a renter
Renter Indicator for whether housing is rented
Moved Indicator that equals 1 if household head moved within the

prior year
Owns Car Indicator for whether the household has access to a private

vehicle (owns, leases, etc.)
Number Cars Number of cars available in the household
Public Transit Household head: indicator that equals 1 if primary means of

commuting is by public transit, and 0 if by other means.
Auto Household head: indicator that equals 1 if primary means of

commuting is by private automobile, and 0 if by other means.
Walk Household head: indicator that equals 1 if primary means of

commuting is by walking, and 0 if by other means.
Miles Household head: average number of miles commuted one-way

to work.
Minutes Household head: average time in minutes commuted one-way

to work.

Commuters defined employed individuals that work, but not at home. Commute type defined
as the primary means by which employed individuals get from home to work.
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